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As four, the most experienced of

the Palestinian negotiators m the

SL said he was disappointed

that Lhe Americans did not take a

more active position in the tafts.

The US maintains that what

Palestinians considered a demand

for change in the agreement coidd

£considered to be a change m the

manner of implementing it.

“Kiel presented its ideas on

JSloyment in more detail yes-

*»* Palescimai,s Us_

W
Asfour denied that there had

been any negotiation on these

and said that the Palestinian

Sm glistened Monc^y

while the Israelis spoke. He

accused the Israeli side of “spread-

hes" by talking of negooa-

5* 1

He himself had said

— *

—

1 in die talks.presented

Erez talks
fail to show
substantial

progress
I
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MEMBERS of the Palestinian del-
egation to the talks at the Erez
Crossing yesterday proposed the
establishment of a joint security
command, along the same lines as
the District Coordinating Office in
Gaza.

A source close to the negotia-
tions said the talks on Hebron
redeployment demonstrated “real
engagement" and “both sides
engaged in the issues" and did not
just make speeches. However,
another source said yesterday's
session produced no progress after
Israel presented its ideas on “prac-
tical implementation" of the
agreement, taking into account its

security needs.

US observer Dennis Ross issued
a statement last night on behalf of
both sides saying they “are mak-
ing a serious effort to understand
each other’s concerns." He added
that the Security and Civil Affairs
Committees will meet today to
take up other issues.

Immediately after the talks,

which lasted about four hours on
the Israeli side of Erez, the
3alestinian team reported to

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat.

To improve the effectiveness of
the talks, Israeli and Palestinian

teams were pared back to six peo-

ple on each side.

Both Dan Sbomron and Saeb
Erekat continued to head their

respective teams. “Smaller teams

makes for more productive talks,”

and reduces the possibility of

grandstanding, the first source

indicated.

Negotiators were apparently

also encouraged by a compromise

that enabled "the Kami crossing to

be open to goods coining in and

out of Gaza.

Sources make clear that Israel

wants to preclude the possibility

of Palestinians shooting at settlers

in Hebron from the surrounding

hills. They also want to limit the

type of ammunition being used by

Palestinian Police in Hebron.

Israel Radio reported that on

Monday the Palestinian side

walked out of the talks in the first

‘ hour after Israel raised the issue of

hot pursuit of gunmen into the

area :o be controlled by

Palestinian Police, andI
that only

the intervention of US special

/ envoy Dennis Ross brought them

^The Palestinians would like to

engage the Americans more

actively in the talks, Hassan

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu is considering dispatch-
es bis foreign policy adviser Dore
Gold to Jordan in the coming days,
in a bid to mend fences with King
Hussein, officials say.

Hussein has made blistering
attacks on Netanyahu in recent days,
charging the premier with “arro-
gance."

•
“It’s inevitable that there will be

disagreements here and there, even
with friends. It happens even in the
best families,” Netanyahu said yes-
terday. “But I have no doubt about
our commitment to peace with
Jordan,

'

developing political and
economic relations with them and a
dialogue with them. I see King
Hussein as an important partner:”

Hussein's anger with Netanyahu
began after not being consulted by
Israel on the opening the
Hasraonean Tunnel exit in
Jerusalem, and continued during last

week’s Washington summit which
ended without conclusive results.

Improving ties with Jordan is key
for Netanyahu, who has expressed
pride in die past in what be consid-
ers to be a special relationship with
Amman. Gold has also been a big
advocate of close Israel-Joxdan ties.

The meeting has been delayed for a
few days due to Hussein’s visiting

abroad.

This morning the inner cabinet is

scheduled to discuss the situation

with Jordan.

In an interview published yester-
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day in the London-based daily
Ashraq al-Awsai, Hussein blasted

the Netanyahu government and
questioned whether the region was
headed to war.

“In the current situation, if we do
not stride strongly forward to

achieve peace, everything imagin-

able can happen, including a revival

of 1991 when Netanyahu ware his

gas mask on television." Hussein
said. “The alternative to peace is

mare awful than we can ever imag-
ine.

“The main question now is what
are we going to do? Does Israel

want to rearm to tbe fortress mental-
ity and an arrogant feeling of

power? I’ve had the chance to know
the Israelis quite well and Fm wor-
ried about them,” King Hussein
said.

“What worries me most is my
feeling that those with limited per-

spectives are affecting the chain of
events, driving it in the opposite

direction ofpeace. It worries me that

the minority can terrorize the major-
ity in the region," he declared.

“I just hope that he [Netanyahu]
realizes that he has to deal with
Arafat and the Palestinians as equal
partners and not one who is of a
lower level, that he has to look
down upon,” Hussein stated.

Sources confirm remarks reported

President Ezer Weizman and his wife, Reuma, greet PA Chairman Yasser Arafat at their Caesarea home yesterday. U

The chairman and the president
THE Israel Air Force helicopter circled overhead

once before landing oc a cleared site in fee brush-

covered sand dimes between the sea and
President Ezer Weizman’s Caesarea home.
The arrival of Palestinian Authority Chairman

Yasser Arafat from Gaza was watched closely by
Weizman and his wife Reuma from their perch,

overlooking their rear garden and swimming
pool, and by scores of police, security personnel

and journalists.

It was Arafat's first official public visit to

Israel, following die secret one last November
when he met Leah Rabin to express his condo-

lences after Yitzhak Rabin's assassination.

Hundreds of police and armed security person-

nel were on duty, lining die roads, manning

checkpoints, patrolling Weizman’s house and

gardens, and keeping a watch on tbe area from the

roof of Weizman ’s villa and neighboring houses.

Police helicopters also hovered overhead and a

Coast Guard boat was stationed off the shore

opposite Weizman ’s home.

^We closed off an area within a radius of 200
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meters of the house, with security spread out over

an even wider district,” said Northern Region
police commander Amos Azam.
There had been reports there might be attempts

to disrupt the meeting. But the day passed quiet-

ly with only two demonstrations by several left

and right wingers at the entrance to the estate

where Weizman’s home is situated.

Police detained cue of tbe demonstrators for

wearing a shirt of the outlawed Kach party.

The meeting itself went according to schedule.

Id keeping with the informal atmosphere it was
held around an oval table, filled with refresh-

ments, on the covered outdoor porch overlooking
the garden and sea.

The Palestinian delegation included Arafat

deputy Abu Mazen, steering committee head
Saeb Erekat, PA internal security heads
Mahmoud Dahlan and Jtbril Rajoub, and PA sec-

retary-general Tayeb Abdel Rahim.
The conversation between Arafat and Weizman

and his aides, including Aiye Shumer, director-

general of Beit Hanassi, Webman’s military adju-

tant Brig.-Gen. Shimon Hefetz, and Foreign

Ministry director-general EitanBentsur, appeared

relaxed.

After 45 minutes, the group discussions broke
up, according to the timetable, and Weizman and
Arafat moved indoors for private talks, while

their aides formulated respective statements sum-
marizing the meeting.

The meeting was described as an attempt to

improve relations and to help create a better

atmosphere of understanding. An added touch

was provided at the suggestion of Reuma
Weizman - olive branches were placed on the

table where Weizman and Arafat later met with

wafting journalists at the end of their private talks

which lasted, as scheduled, for 30 minutes.

At the conclusion of the press conference,

Weizman once again moved outside to the porch,

talking amicably to reporters as he watched the

helicopter lift off, taking Arafat and his entourage

back to Gaza.

Maj.-Gen. Shahor: Flare-up in

territories could end peace process
GOVERNMENT Coordinator in the

Territories Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor said yester-

day that there is a real threat of another flare-

up with the Palestinians, and that such an out-

burst could lead to the collapse of the whole

peace process. ^ . . _ .

Addressing the Knesset Foreign Affairs and

Defense Committee, Shahor said there is ten-

sion in the territories and that the real test

would be the results of the steering committee

ta

Act»rding to an official briefing, Shahor said

he understood from statements by senior

Palestinian Authority figures that there is dis-

appointment in the outcome of the Washington

summit. He said PA Chairman Yasser Arafat

feels frustrated, although he still hopes for US

aid. He said there is opposition in the territories

to any reopening of the agreements.

Shahor did not rule out many possible rea-

sons for a flare-up, including a struggle

between rival Palestinian groups or even a-road

accident, as happened with the intifada.

Arafat waT behind the recent noting,

although there is no evidence he ©we the

orders to fire, Shahor said. He also said Arafat

was involved in the Joseph s Tomb incident m
Nablus, bur he did not elaborate.

Shahor said the recent quiet showedJ^afer

was in control of the territories and the PA is

^SrSd Repositioning of tanks had hada

deterrent effect because

the army would move sl However, the noting
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had strengthened the extremists and there is

evidence of more militancy.

Shahor said the Palestinian economy had
definitely suffered. Palestinian estimates place

the economic damage from the events in the

territories at N1S 10 minion.

Israeli estimates place unemployment in

Gaza at between 25-30 percent and in Judea

and Samaria at between 25-20%. There is a

backlog of goods in the peats, and tbe pace of

construction in Gaza has considerably slowed

down.
Shahor said there has been a slight easing of

the closure. The army will allow 10,000

Palestinian laborers from tbe Gaza Strip to

enter Israel as of 4 a_m. this morning. Only
married men over the age of 29 are being

allowed to cross.

An agreement was also reached to reopen tbe

Kami Crossing, greatly enhancing tbe flow of

goods in and out of the Gaza Strip. Israel had

wanted the Palestinian Police at the crossing

disarmed of their automatic rifles, but they

refused In the end It was agreed that both

Palestinian and Israeli forces at tbe site would

cany only pistols.

The army said that food and medicine would

be allowed in through Kami and Palestinian

vegetables for export would be allowed onL

Until now, trucks were allowed through only at

Erez Crossing, which had a maximum capaci-

ty of a dozen trucks. At Kami, up to 50 trucks

at a time are able to cross.

Nearly all the MKs across the political spec-

trum spoke out against the closure. Likud MK
Gideon Ezra said the government should make
easing the closure and improving the econom-
ic situation in the territories its top priority.

Moledet leader Rehavam Ze’evi said the clo-

sure should be “intelligent” and “humane.” He
suggested reopening the train service from

Gaza to the Dan region to prevent tbe suffering

of people waiting in the sun to cross through

the checkpoints in private vehicles.

Meretz MK Dedi Zucker described tbe cur-

rent situation as “sophisticated occupation.”

Labor MK Hahn Ramon called tbe closure

policy “stupid” and called for separation from

die Palestinians.

National Religious PartyMK Hanan Porai said

(he closure did not solve the security problems.

LaborMK Ori Orr said there is no alternative

but to allow workers into Israel and permit the

transfer ofgoods.
NRP MK Shaul Yahalom said the closure

policy should end because “someone who can’t

put food on tbe table for his family becomes a

potential terrorist”

Only committee chairman Uzi Landau

(Likud) said he not only favored the closure,

but also was not scared to use it as a punitive

measure.

“When defending my people, I don’t have to

be a social worker," Landau said.

in this week's edition of Newsweek
whereby at tbe final lunch of last
week's White House summit head-
ed by President Bill Clinton,
Hussein turned to Netanyahu and
looted him in the eye, saying:
“What is needed is not arrogance,
but wisdom and vision. My friend
Yitzhak Rabin had that wisdom and
vision. I hope that one day you
might have it, tea"
Looking at Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat, Hussein continued,
“This man and I have had our dif-

ferences. But this man has courage.
He wants to help our people.” There
was no bilateral meeting between
Netanyahu and Hussein during tbe
Washington summit
Prior to the summit Jordan

lodged a formal complaint with

Israel over the tunnel, asserting that

the move runs counter to the 1994
peace treaty which makes clear that

Jordan has a special role in protect-

ing Moslem holy places in

Jerusalem. Netanyahu has reiterated

that the tunwl is 250 meters from
the closest Moslem shrine.

Hussein also complained that

when he had wide-ranging consulta-

tions with Gold a day before tbe tun-

nel exit was opened, the Israeli offi-

cial made no mention of the

impending move. Israel has subse-

quently sought 10 explain to the

monarch bow this happened, as

many top officials say they too were
unaware of the tunnel p

W

(Continued on Page 9)

Arafat to

Weizman:
Shooting
will stop

DAVID RUDGE

PALESTINIAN Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat pledged

yesterday that Palestinian police

would not fire again at Israelis.

“This is my permanent order to

our policemen,” Arafat told

reporters during a meeting with

President Ezer Weizman in

Caesarea. “What is important is to

increase and strengthen more and
more relations and coordination

between both of us.”
Weizman, who initiated the

meeting at his private residence to

help smooth relations following

the violence in the territories and
assist the peace process, said

Arafat also made the promise dur-

ing their private talks.

The president was asked
whether he had received an

unequivocal assurance that there

would be no more shooting at

Israelis or IDF soldiers.

"In life there is nothing

unequivocal, except perhaps

death. He [Arafat] reiterated to

me and said it publicly that he had

given orders not to fire again,"

Weizman said.

“I hope [this will be the case].

He understands that if another

tragedy like this occurs, without

me going into who fired first or

afterward, it could blow up all the

process, to the detriment of both

sides," he said.

Arafat and his entourage of

senior aides flew from Gaza to

Weizman’s home in an 1AF heli-

copter.

Roundtable discussions, which
lasted for nearly an hour, were
followed by private talks between

Arafat and Weizman, who then

held a joint press conference.

Weizman said they bad dis-

cussed tbe whole range of issues,

apparently including the thorny

problem of Hebron, as well as the

recent violence in the territories.

“1 am very happy to have hosted

the chairman and his friends here

in our home. We spoke about all

the issues and ofcourse raised the

tragedy that occurred, the opening

of fire and tbe losses on both sides

and we agreed that it must not

happen again. It would be a disas-

ter," Weizman said.

“From here, we again issue a
call, both of us, to achieve peace
through negotiation, non-violence

and through mutual understand-

ing, each with his own problem,

and the creation ofa common lan-

guage and common structure, to

find a solution to the difficult

questions that face us."

Arafat reiterated that peace is

the only way to achieve real and
lasting security in the Middle
East.

“This meeting is not just

between the two of us but sincere-

ly reiterates and strengthens die

peace process.” he said.

“We [Palestinians and Israelis]

are not only neighbors, but

cousins. We are destined to live

together, as cousins, brothers and
friends and as neighbors so we
can have a new chapter in the

Middle East where peace can be
all over the region.

“Ever since taking the decision

to join the peace process, we have

renounced violence to open a new
chapter in the hope of achieving a

historic reconciliation and a just,

lasting and comprehensive peace.

“Violence is not our policy, nor

is it our strategy, but we must be

firmly committed, both of us, to

live side-by-side in good neigh-

borly relations based on the mutu-
al respect of the rights, interests

and security of both Palestinians

and Israelis, for the sake of our
children and your children,”

Arafat said.

(Continued on Page 9)

Frolicking Diana
video is a hoax

LONDON (AP) -A black and white video purporting to depict Princess
Diana frolicking in briefs and a bra with her former riding instructor

Janies Hewitt during their five-year affair was a hoax, said the newspa-
per that published shots from the video.

The Sun newspaper said in a statement last night that it had been tbe
victim of “one of the most elaborate hoaxes of the decade” and apolo-
gized profusely to the princess and Hewitt for any hurt or offense caused
after it had been “conned by cunning fraudsters.”

Foil report. Page 4

‘Clara Hakdosha’ sweeps Academy Awards
THE film Clara Hakdosha swept
the Israeli Academy Awards cere-

mony last night.The film won Best
Picture, Best Actress, Best
SupportingActor, Best Director and

awards for editing and its score.

The film w01 be Israel's entry in

tbe foreign film competition for an
Oscar at the US Academy Awards
next year. Jerusalem Post Staff
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Likud, Labor wage war of words
Netanyahu: Opposition

failed its first test

Barak: Netanyahu
total failure as prime minister

Arabs call

for force to

secure holy

places

/ ,
*v

!V

THE opposition “failed its first

test" by not supporting the govern-

ment when Israel was under

attack, Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu said yesterday.

Speaking at a meeting of coali-

tion MKs, Netanyahu said: “It

failed its first test by supporting

the opposition. At the same time

that IDF soldiers were in the heat

of the battle, in extremely difficult

fighting whose results we know,

the opposition led by Peres

attacked the government. Not only

did they attack it here at home,
they mustered in front of die cam-
eras of the international news net-

works and attacked the govern-

ment during the fighting itself."

Instead of putting pressure on
the Palestinians and backing the

government, the opposition
attacked the government and
backed the Palestinians and helped
the attack in the world media,

Netanyahu said.

“When we were in opposition,

we backed the government when it

was under siege" Netanyahu said,

noting the world backlash during

Operations Accountability and
Grapes of Wrath,
Netanyahu said the government

had inherited two difficult prob-

lems: the Oslo Accords and the

economic situation.

Both Netanyahu and Foreign

Minister David Levy used the

meeting to hit back at opposition
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leader Shimon Peres for his attack
on the government during
Monday's opening Knesset ses-
sion.

He said although he was bound
to abide by the Olso Accords, he
had warned of its dangers aB along
and particularly cited the number
of Palestinian Authority police-
men “in military fatigues, armed
with Kalashnikovs, and calling
themselves generals." He said this

was more of an army and bore no
resemblance to other police forces
in the world.

“It’s unmitigated gall for Peres
who gave (the Palestinians] guns
to call on us to take them tack.

Only somebody who’s never held
a gun can say such a thing,"

Netanyahu said, and accused
Peres of being completely cut off

from reality.

He said he expected the opposi-

tion to start respecting the norms
of responsibility.

Levy reiterated this, saying, “I

have no complaints about the

Arabs and others because their

interests are not the same as ours,

but for those here at home to join

in the chorus on the other side —
was the height of irresponsibility.”

He accused the opposition of
trying to delegitimize the govern-
ment.

National Religious Party MK
Hanan Porat called on the prime
minister to at least refrain from
giving the Palestinians more guns,

referring to the Hebron redeploy-
ment.
Third Way MK Yehuda Harel

said his party fully supported the
prime minister and if it had reser-

vations it would tell him in pri-

vate. He said the general public

was behind the idea of separating

from the Palestinians, desiring

security and not wanting a return

to the 1967 borders.

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
warned of even harder economic
times ahead and possibly larger

budget cuts.

Meretz leader Yossi Sand, in

response to the attack by
Netanyahu, later issued a state-

ment claiming the prime minister

“knew all along that the opening
of the [Hasmonean] Tunnel would
bring about a dangerous deteriora-

tion in the security situation. The
prime minister believed that the

collapse of security would allow

him to finally shake off the Oslo
Accords.

“The prime minister, who
{nought about a conflict and tried

to exploit it for his political needs,

must be very careful about blam-

ing others for ‘an international

campaign of incitement* and
‘backing the Palestinians,’” Sarid
said.

MK Ehud Barak yesterday brand-

ed Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu a complete failure,

who is lashing out at the opposi-

tion to hide his own shortcomings
from the public.

Commenting on Netanyahu's
attacks on die opposition, Barak
said, “Netanyahu's safe peace
method is yet to bring us much
more terror and blood [in the

future]. He is the last one to preach

morality to Labor. In the worst sit-

uations, we will never send Labor
youth with posters saying Bibi is a
murderer, or Bibi is a -

traitor [as

the Likud did to Yitzhak Rabin
when it was in opposition]. We
shall not stand on the balcony of
Zion Square while below us pic-

tures of Netanyahu are burned
after the terrorist attacks to come.
And we shall not come to the

death sites of terrorist attacks
before the body parts have yet

been removed, to dance politically

on the victims’ blood.”

Barak advised Netanyahu to

maintain complete silence in the

next five years and not show con-
tempt for the public’s memory.
“The public is not a bunch of

fools who can be led astray by
pious, amateurish incompetence,
just because it's presented in a
nice package ” be said.

Barak said Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat, rather
than Labor, was responsible for

Right-wing protesters dressed as Palestinians criticize the foreign media’s coverage of the political situation, during a demonstra-

tion in Jerusalem yesterday. CNN and the BBC were their main targets. (Fewer)

North American business

conference to test investor

confidence in Israel
MARILYN HENRY

Feiglin charges

Rabin government
with breaking the law

HERB KE1NON
NEW YORK

WITH $50 billion in projects up

for grabs, National Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon prepared

yesterday to open a two-day busi-

ness conference in New York that

could be a test of investor confi-

dence in the Netanyahu govern-

ment.
Sharon, accompanied by a hand-

ful of MKs, is seeking private

American investment for rail-

roads, the Trans-Israel Highway
from the Galilee to Beersheba.

electricity expansion, and natural

gas projects.

It was not clear how the US busi-

ness community would respond,

especially in light of the recent dis-

turbances in Jerusalem and the ter-

ritories. However, David Rubin,

economics minister to North
America, said that, so far, “there is

no turmoil among investors."

Although “no investor likes

instability," Rubin said, no
Americans have pulled out or

postponed business ventures

because of the disturbances.

“Everyone realizes that these

events have nothing to do with the

economy," Rubin said.

At a news conference yesterday

in advance of the first Israel North
America Business Conference,

Sharon distanced himself from the

government's current political

dilemmas, saying: “Thank God, as

minister of infrastructure, I don’t

have to deal with all those contro-

versial issues. I can deal only with

positive things." But, he added: “I

am completely sure there will be

peace with the Palestinians and

maybe in die future with Syria. It’s

hard but it will happen.”

Sharon said the entire region

will benefit from the Israeli pro-

jects, which include a natural gas

pipeline with Egypt. By the year

2010, be said, Israel will have road

projects valued at $6b., water pro-

jects worth $5 -5b., and 19 to 53b.

in railroad endeavors.

Although the Israeli projects are

heavily dependent on labor.

Sharon said that Palestinians’ abil-

ity to work will depend on securi-

ty. “I don’t see any reason why we
should risk the fives of Israelis in

order to buOd these things," be

said.

Railway plans. Page 8

Sara's ex to reveal all
SARA Netanyahu’s ex-husband, Doron Newberger, plans to publish a

book about their lift together, Channel 2 reported last nighL The couple

was divorced in 1987.

Publicist Motti Morel, who managed Prune Minister Bmyamm
Netanyahu's election campaign, met with Newberger and was shocked

by his intentions. . _ . ,

Sara Netanyahu tried to contact Newberger to discuss the matter, but

was unsuccessful. . . .. ,

Several of the prime minister’s associates have toed to dissuade

Newberger from publishing the book. The Prime Minister s Office

refused to discuss die matter. . . .

Newberger, now remarried with two children, was married to

Netanyahu for seven years and lived with her for two years before their

marriage- He said that after the election, when he realized that she might

be involved in the political process, he felt obliged to write about their

life together. ',amJ

QUOTING Martin Luther King on
civil disobedience, and the former
head of Nicolae Ceausescu’s secret

service on Yasser Arafat, Moshe
Feiglin - one of the leaders of Zo
Artzenu - began testimony in his

sedition trial yesterday by charging

that the former government was
guilty of breaking the law.

Feiglin, justifying the protest

acts of his organization, variously

charged in Jerusalem Magistrate’s

Court that the Rabin government
was “bom in sin,” “broke the law,"

“lied" and “deceived" the public.

Yesterday marked the first day

of the defense testimony in the 10-

montb-oJd trial of Feiglin and co-

Zo Artzenu head Shrauel Sackett

for sedition and eight other offens-

es stemming from (heir civil dis-

obedience campaign of the sum-
mer of 1995, which included

blocking a number of key traffic

arteries around the country.

Moledet MK Benny Eton was
also originally one of tbe defen-

dants. but tbe case against him
was put on hold because of the

immunity he now enjoys as a

Knesset member.
The three were accused of con-

spiring to “interfere with carrying

out the decisions of the legitimate

government of Israel, which had
been legally taken and confirmed
by the Knesset, in connection with
government policy in Judea and
Samaria; and to force tbe govern-

ment to change its polices and
retreat from decisions legally

taken in these matters.

“All this was accomplished by
appeals to tbe public to cany out

illegal acts, including massive
interference with public order and
police activity, and in order to

‘break the bounds ofadherence 'to

the rules of law.”

Feiglin 's testimony comes in the

same week that Meretz MK Dedi

Zucker wrote a pamphlet recom-
mending a number of protest

activities by the Left that some
have said is tantamount to a call

for civil disobedience.

Feiglin admitted to calling for

passive civil disobedience, but not

for civil rebellion. “We came to fix

things, not to destroy them and
build them up anew," be said.

Feiglin, not represented by a
lawyer, launched into a mono-
logue against the Rabin govern-
ment and Arafat that was cut short

a number of times by the three

judges. Amnon Cohen, Shulamh
Doron and Zvi Ztiberstal.

Tbe judges wanted Feiglin to

concentrate on the charges against

him. while Feiglin argued that

what led to the organization’s cre-

ation and civil disobedience cam-
paign is relevant since he has been
charged with sedition.

Feiglin said he watched in

amazement prior to tbe elections of
1992 as members of the Left,

including future members of tbe

Rabin government, met with PLO
heads, even though at that time this

was illegal. Agreements made dur-
ing these talks helped the govern-
ment come to power, and as such it

was “bom in sin.” Feiglin said. He
said that this gave him the impres-
sion that the “law is malleable.”

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
THE WEEKLY MEETING of the Jeru-
salem Rotary Club will take place at
8.00pm tonight at the Y.M.CA King David
St. It wiB be devoted to a pubfle sendee for-

um on 'Living WBLs” led by a panel of tour

experts. Moderator: Ms. Tamar Eshel.
The public Is invited.

CORRECTION
In yesterday’s photo caption on
Page 12. the Knesset Secretary

should have been identified as

Shmuel Jacobson

MICHAL YUDELMAN

the bloody events in the wake of
the new Hasmonean Tunnel exit,

“but Netanyahu cannot evade his

contribution to the affair, in his

irresponsible, inexplicable insis-

tence on trying out his lighter over
a fuel tank."

Referring to Netanyahu's accu-

sation that Labor bad “given the

Palestinian guns ” Barak said the

Palestinian Police were armed on
tbe basis of the Camp David com-
mitments to set up a “strong
Palestinian police," as part of the

Palestinians’ legitimate rights.

Labor's leadership yesterday
launched an information cam-
paign regarding Netanyahu's gov-
ernment, in the first of a series of
press conferences criticizing the
government's shortcomings.
Summing up the government's

first 110 days in office; Barak
accused Netanyahu’s govern-
ment of “deteriorating Israel's

security to the point of a fatal

entanglement with the
Palestinians, military tension
with the Lebanese and Syrians, a
cold shoulder from the Jordan
and a rift with Egypt”
Barak charged Netanyahu not

merely with inexperience, “but
with a kind of blindness which
prevents the prime minister from
making realistic assessments of

events. Maybe it’s also a psycho-

logical fixation which makes it

difficult for him to see the Middle

East realistically. In the past, such

things have led to disaster”

MK Uzd Baram said Netanyahu
is tbe worst prime minister Israel

has ever had, noting that “we are

worried not only by his policy but

by his lack of character, lack of

stability and caving in to pressures

from within and without Peres

said he misses elements in Begin's

government I even miss Shamir.

At least there was stability, you
knew what he was doing.

Netanyahu is bad for the region,

bad for the Jews, and maybe he’s

good only for Habad.”
Baram Lambasted Habad, say-

ing the organization had behaved
abominably in supporting

Netanyahu’s candidacy, using

state funds it received for mas-
querading as a non-political

movement He said Labor would
not forget its account with

Habad.
Labor Secretary-General Nissim

Zvilli said Netanyahu bad brought

the peace process to such a crisis

that President Ezer Weizman had

to intervene and meet Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

yesterday. Zvilli said the meeting

was an act of no-confidence in

Netanyahu, the likes of which be
could not remember in any previ-

ous government

Ben-Porat unlikely

to rule on tunnnel
EVELYN GORDON

STATE Comptroller Miriam Ben-
Porat said she is unlikely to pre-
pare an opinion on die govern-
ment's decision to open a new exit

for the Western Wall tunnel, but

she will consider the request.

Ben-Porat was responding to a

request that she do so by MK
Moshe Sbahal (Labor).

Shahal argued that the events

leading up to the opening of the

exit are an ideal topic for foe

comptroller's scrutiny. It is impor-

tant to determine which of tbe rel-

evant bodies were involved in the

decision, and to what degree they

antjqjgalgd what occurred, -

—

he sud/and foe comptroller is the

most appropriate person to uncov-
er the answers to these questions.

Ben-Porat said she would con-

sider Shahal’s request However, she
said, this is a highly political issue,

and it is therefore doubtful whether

it should be looked at “in isolation"

so soon after tbe fact, at a time when
foe issue is still very sensitive.

Committee chairman Ran Cohen
(Meretz) said he would invite foe

army, the police and tbe intelli-

gence services to a meeting cm foe

subject, and afterhearing what they

have to say, foe committee will

decide whether it should insist on
an inquiry by tbe comptroller.

By law, the committee can
insist on such an inquiry even if

the comptroller does not agree.

CAIRO (AP) - Arabs expressed

deepening anger yesterday by
calling for foe use of force to

secure Moslem and Christian

rights in Jemsatezn.

In tbe Sudanese capital

Khartoum, some 2,000 demon-

strators marched through down-
town shouting for a '‘holy war” to

free all Palestinian territory from

Israeli rule.

In Egypt* foe nation's highest

Islamic and Christian, clerics

urged Arabs to unite and use force

to drive Israel out of east

Jerusalem.

Syria expressed deepening skep-

ticism over whether Netanyahu’s

government can be trusted.

“Netanyahu’s stands prove that

there are no guarantees that Israel

might ever honor its commitments
toward other states," said an edito-

rial in tbe newspaper Tishrin,

which reflects Syrian government
thinking.

Yesterday's demonstration in

Khartoum, sponsored by support-

ers of Sudan's Moslem fundamen-
talist government, drew some
2X00 Sudanese and Palestinians.

Protesters chanted for “jihad"

and heard Deputy Speaker Abdul-

Azzz Shidou urge “all Moslems to

salvage al-Quds from the Israeli

hegemony."
In Cairo, Sheik Mohammed

Sayed Tantawi, an mflnenriai

Moslem leader, joined Pope
Shenouda UL head of the Coptic

Church, at a seminar Monday
night in unusually caustic criti-

cism of Israel.

“Force is one of the characteris-

tics ofGod and his prophets, and it

is a just force,” Tantawi said. “We
have to stand by tbe Palestinians

and give them weapons and aid.

We have to enter the battle as long

as we are right.”

Shenouda called for Israel to

leave eastern Jerusalem.
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KEREN KAYEMETH LEISRAEL

Cordially invites you to the

inauguration ceremony

of the forest in memory of

THE JEWISH COMMUNITIES OF RHODES AND K0S
which will take place

on Wednesday, October 16, 1996

at 10 a.m.

at Kesalon, in the Jerusalem Hills

Transportation from Jerusalem upon request

RSVP not later than Sunday October 13, 1996

STORAGE
Vimrl siding with aluminum
IWn Iand door, stool framo.

Warranty 2m x 2m
Large size* ^ M
£££S£r$499+ H-VD
delivery. (Vtoa/iamcafd accopftf)

rWElSACH INDUSnUES m. G2-S90G269

V

THE GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL
THROUGH THE GOVERNMENT COMPANIES AUTHORITY

hereby announces

m:

Yozma Venture Capital Ltd. (hereafter: “Yozma”)
Parties (other than “Government Corporations" as defined in the below-mentioned Sale
Procedure) interested in purchasing all the State Shares (100%), are entitled to apolvto
tiie Government of Israel through the Government Companies Authority as speerfied in
this advertisement

Necessary application
i forms and documents - written in Hebrew - including the Procedure

«=

r Sale Procedure"), may be purchased as ofSunday, October 13, 1996, from Ms. Ronit Unanian or Mr. Dan Weintraub, GovernmentCompanies Authority, 1 Kaplan St.. 7th floor, Room 725, Jerusalem- Tel OMiroap02-S17198; Fax. 02-611680 for a sum of NIS s’.OOO (whW^
by a banker s cheque to the Ministry of Rnance - the Accountant General.

'
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?.
e ®ondMJ°ns set forth in the Sale Procedure, the final date forsubmitting applications Is no later than 16:00, Sunday, November 24 1996 Ttw

attend or advance the final date for aubml5sion of appliMfiona^s^efi
other dates end conditions in the Sale ProcedSFe, Siite iole*ndAbsolutediscretion.

Prior to the sale of the State’s Shares, Yozma’s assets and liabilities resulting fmm
its Investments In venture capital funds will be transferred to tinaccordance with the decision of the Ministerial Commute?™ PrlStoS^ **

The Government shaft be entitled, at its sole and absolute discretion to select fmm amfoe appl^te andW am°ng other parties it may address.

BE.8*? s
Jate Shares is exempt from the obligation to hold a tenr**-Obligation of Tenders Regulations - 1993". - a a lenc*er» under the

35m£?7?ij****"9 Y0Zma Was approved * •* Rna™» Committee of the Knesset

In order to remove any doubt, it is hereby clarified that this advartieoma * j

S.9?"™L ^.Purchase t&
The purchaser of the State Shams Kh«ii hTdatorm: State Shares.The purchaser of the State Shares shall be determined on^ bas^the Government may, at its sole and absolute discretion c^ucnSth
decide to proceed with the said sale.
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The Jerusalem Post Wednesday, October 9, 1996 NEWS
Jewish guides protest exclusion from Jericho, Bethlehem

HAIM SHAPIRO and EVELYN GORDON

NO Jews are being allowed into Bethlehem andJencho, and it is the army which is keeping them

SS according to Shmuel Bar-EI, chajrSan of the
Israel Toot Guides Association.
Bar-El, speaking at an emergency meeting of the

association on Monday night to discuss the present
nsis in tourism, said that buses owned by Israeli

Israeli Arab drivers, have been goinginto Bethlehem and Jericho. It is only the Jewish-owned companies, with Jewish drivers, which have
JPfpP 31 *e IDF barrier, forcing their tourists to

. iT*
® tew hundred meters to a point where they are

taken by a Palestinian bus.
The IDF has said that it is barring all Israelis from

£rea A. the area under Palestinian control, of which
Bethlehem is a part, because of fears for the safety
or Israelis there. Originally, the army also barred
Israeli journalists, but it Later relented on that deci-
sion.

Bar-El said that the association has appealed to
Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai in an effort to
change the army ruling regarding guides and drivers.
We are fighting for our existence,” said Bar-El,

who said that tourism by groups using guides was
down by 30-40 percent compared to last year.
The official rate for guides is $100 a day, but evenm good times most guides only work 15 to 20 days a

month, he said. Most do not benefit from unemploy-
ment compensation when there is no work, he said,
because they do not work a minimum of 150 days a
year.

Those attending the gathering condemned the
practice whereby non-certified guides, mostly
Christian clergy leading pilgrims, are allowed to
guide groups, despite laws to the contrary. The
group also called upon the Tourism Ministry to allo-

cate N1SI0 million in emergency compensation for
the guides to carry them through this period.

Meanwhile, Knesset Economics Committee chair-
man Elie Goldschmidt (Labor) and committee mem-
ber Avi Yehezkel (Labor) said yesterday that they plan
to submit a bill to compensate (Ik tourism industry for
the damage it is suffering on account of the recent
violence, similar to the bill which compensates farm-
ers for natural disasters. Goldschmidt said such com-
pensation is justified because, just as in a natural dis-
aster, the damage the industry is suffering now is

completely beyond its control.

Ruby Harley, head of the Tourism Ministty’s

overseas division, told the committee that the indus-
try has been in a deep slump since March, due to die

suicide bombings and then Operation Grapes of
Wrath. The quiet over die past few months had made
die ministry hope the winter season would be better,

he said, “but with the opening of the tunnel, we now
expect the damage to continue until spring 1997.”

In September, die ministry had embarked on a
£5.8 million advertising campaign in Europe and the

US. but the recent violence necessitated its cancella-

tion, be added. “We believe is is possible to over-

come the crisis... if the situation stays calm, and if we
get a budget of NIS 100m. over the next three years,”

Harley concluded
Industry representatives also stressed the damage

they are suffering and the need for government
assistance to ensure that offices and hotels do not
shut down. Avi Rosenthal, director-general of the

Israel Hotel Association, said dial since tour pack-

ages are generally sold six to nine months in

advance, the hoteliers are worried less about the

immediate future than about the Christmas and
Pessah seasons.

Wakf closes

Temple Mount
to non-Moslems

BILL HUTMAN
JERUSALEM'S Moslem leaders
have temporarily closed ihe Temple
Mount to all but Moslem wor-
shipers, cm grounds die site should
not be open to the public so soon

Capital’s Migdal Ha’ir
evacuated after fire

BILL HUTMAN
THE 22-story Migdal Ha'ir build'
tng in central Jerusalem was evac-
uated yesterday after smoke began
billowing from a ground-floor
restaurant's chimney. Firefighters

feared the building would catch on
fire.

A firefighter and policemen
were lightly injured, but the fire

was brought under control quickly
before any damage was done to
die building.
“1 don't want to think about

what could have resulted if we
hadn't arrived at the scene quick-

ly,” Jerusalem fire chief Rami
Yaffe said.

Yaffe said grease apparently

caught fire in the chimney of the

grill of the Mi Vami restaurant.

“The chimney runs through the

building’s parking lot and den up
through the 22 floors to the roof
and could have easily set fires on
any of the floors," Yaffe said.

The fire chief said the building

has an emergency staircase as

required by law, but thathe would
recommend an additional emer-

gency exitbe added.

Health food products to be
allowed to claim benefits

JUDY SIEGEL

THE law banning food companies
from making therapeutic claims
for their products has been amend-
ed, and the Health Ministry will

now allow foods with low-fat,

low-sugar, low-sodium and high-

fiber contents to be labeled as

being beneficial to health.

The amendments, approved this

week by the Knesset Labor and
Social Affairs Committee, were
prepared by the ministry. For
example, low-salt products can

claim to be good for patients with

hypertension; no- or low-sugar

products may say they are for dia-

betics, losing weight or reducing

dental caries; low-fat products can

claim they are for people with car-

diovascular diseases; and high-

fiber products can be labeled as

helping to prevent colon cancer.

Dr. Brian Coussin, director of

the ministry’s Food Service

Division, said yesterday that the

amendments do not yet allow
companies selling products like

herbs, garlic or yoghurt to main-

.

tain that these are beneficial to

health or prevent or treat medical

conditions. But he expects that

additional changes within the

coming year will allow this too.

The new rules set down exactly

what wording the packages and
advertisements may use, and how
many grams of salt, sugar and fat

per 100 grams constitute a small

amount.

In recent years, many food man-
ufacturers have been claiming that

their various products “shrink"

enlarged prostates, reduce the

incidence of gynecological infec-

tions, protect people from heart

attacks and so on. The ministry

has filed complaints against some
of them, but newspaper ads con-

tinue to make exaggerated,

unproven and illegal claims.

Mobile intensive care unit treats boy after scorpion bite

A Magen David Adorn mobile intensive care unit on Monday saved a

five-year-old Jerusalem boy who suffered anaphylactic shock after being

bitten by a scorpion. The MICU team found the sweating and pale child

at the Armon Hanatziv clinic of Kupat Holira Claht was hawing serious

respiratory difficulties. During treatment, his condition deteriorated and

he stopped breathing. The MICU team performed a tracheotomy and

artificial respiration.

He was to Shaare Zedek Hospital’s intensive care unit m serious

but stable condition. Yesterday he was disconnected from a respirator

and feeling much better. Judy Siegel

LIBI - The Fund for

Strengthening
Israel's Defense

LIBI Thanks U.M.I.

*JfiV

U.M.I. - Universal Motors Ltd. has a long

tradition of supporting the Libi Fund, the

Fund for Strengthening Israel's Defense.

A short while ago, U.M.I. acted as patron

for a Gottex fashion show at Gan

Oranim, the proceeds going to Libi.

onl Meir Blair, the Chairman of the Libi Fund,

Ssi a certtflcate of appreciation to a

representative of U.M.I., Mr. Yaron Bertler.

French tourists walk past an IDF checkpoint yesterday to visit

Bethlehem, which Israeli tour buses have been barred from
entering. (Renter)

ly killed by police during riming
there two weeks ago.
There are contradictory reports on

when the mount was closed. Wakf
officials said it was shut down
immediately after the September 28
clashes with police. But polity, gain it

has only been closed for the past sev-

eral days.

Yehuda Etzion, head of the Hai
\fekayam group that demands an end
to Moslem authority on the mount,
said the move shows the

Palestinians, and not Israel, have
final say at the site.

Police sources said the mount was
dosed after consultations with Wakf
officials, and that police approved of
the move. “The only one him by the

closure is the Wakf itself, which
makes money from visitors" a
police source said.

Wakf director AdnanHusseini said

Jerusalem’s Moslem leaders would

decide tomanow when the mount
would be reopened. “We can’t have

it opened when the blood of our rel-

atives who were killed by police is

still fresh on the ground,” Husseini

said.

Meanwhile, the BTHsekm human
rights group announced yesterday it

conducted an investigation into die

September 28 clashes at the Temple

Mount, and found dial “police used

lethal weaponsm situations m which

their lives were not threatened."

The group also claims to have evi-

dence that police used live ammuni-
ticn in breaking up the demonstra-

tions after Friday prayers at Al-

Aksa. The evidence is to be present-

ed today at a Jerusalem press confer-

ence.

A Jerusalem police spokeswoman
declined to comment cn B’TseJem’s

findings, on grounds the Justice

Ministry’s Police Investigations

Division is conducting an inquiry

into the matter;
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IRA claims Lisburn attack,

raises fear of retaliation
THE IRA claimed responsibility yesterday for

the bombing of Britain's array nerve center in

Northern Ireland, plunging the province into hs

darkest period for years.

A caller using a recognized codeword told

the Dublin newsroom of Irish broadcaster RTE
. that its units had carried out the most serious

attack in Northern Ireland since the IRA called

a truce in August 1994.

It was the first time the IRA bad struck in

Northern Ireland itself since it ended its truce in

February this year by attacking targets on the

British mainland and an army base in Germany.

The claim of responsibility brought back

echoes of the worst days of Northern Ireland’s

27-year political and sectarian troubles when
near-daily violence killed 3,200 and turned the

/ province into a British fortress.

The IRA admission increased fears among
ordinary Catholics of revenge attacks by
Protestant Loyalist gunmen who have stuck by
their own two-year-old cease-fire to earn their

political spokesmen a place at Belfast peace

ANDREW HILL

BELFAST

talks.

Spokesmen for the Loyalists' political wings
appealed all day to their military allies not to

resort to revenge attacks ofthe sort which killed

900 Catholics before die truce was called.

The Loyalists’ umbrella organization, the

Combined Loyalist Military Command, was
reported by Northern Ireland media to have
met yesterday to study its next step but made
no statement
The ERA admission ended a a day of guess-

work as to which Irish Republican group might
have carried out toe attack in which two car

bombs exploded inside toe Lisburn base.

The caller told RTE that its units attacked toe

base, the headquarters for Britain’s 18,000-

strang army operation in Northern Ireland, to

strike at army personnel
The caller said toe IRA regretted injuries to

civilian personnel - a total of 31 people were
hurt, 20 of them soldiers and toe remainder
civilians working at the base.

Army chiefs began an immediate review of
security at their Lisburn headquarters to deter-

mine how anyone could get past a security cor-

don with explosives concealed in their vehi-

cles.

The IRA resumed its war against what it sees

as illegal British occupation of Northern
Ireland because of British and Irish insistence

that toe guerrillas start to disarm as part of
peace talks under way in Belfast.

Its political wing, Sinn Fein, is batted from
the talks as punishment for the ending of toe

IRA trace bat says it should be there by virtue

of its electoral mandate, drawn from Catholic
Irish nationalists.

The IRA has said it will not discuss any arms
handover until there is an agreed political set-

tlement between Irish nationalists and the 60
percent pro-British Protestant majority.

(Reuter)

Poland approves
care plan

for Auschwitz
WARSAW (Reuter) - Poland's

government approved a costly

: long-term plan yesterday to better

- manage the site and surroundings

. of Auschwitz.

Cabinet chief-of-staff Leszek

Miller told a news conference toe

scheme aimed at “ensuring fitting

reverence for the place of the mass
extermination of Jews and toe

martyrdom of toe Polish and other

. nations.”

The government began drafting

the plan earlier this year following

an international row over efforts

r
by a local developer in toe soutb-

- era town of Oswiecim to open a
* shopping center opposite die main

^
gate of the former camp, now a

•museum.
Jewish and other critics said toe

shop project was highly inappro-

priate so close to the major site of
the wartime Holocaust - especial-

ly as toe scattered ashes of toe
- dead mean the twin Auschwitz-
Birkenau death camps remain a
vast cemetery.

' Building permission has been
withdrawn from the developer
who has said he plans to seek

compensation or sell the site to toe

authorities for use in providing

catering and other services which
could then be moved out of the

museum itself.

Miller said a first stage of toe

scheme from next year until

2001, would cost almost 56 mil-

lion zlotys ($20.7 million), 37
million ($13.7 million) of which
would be for tidying and adminis-

tering a protected zone around toe

site.

The remaining 18 million ($6.6

million) will go to modernization

of transportation facilities in

Oswiecim, partly to remove public

routes passing close to toe former
camp.

American, Briton share
Nobel economics prize

Pope’s
appendix
removed;
No sign of
tumor’s
return

Shes filmed in bra and pants romp with Hewitt

The front page of yesterday’s edition of the British tabloid ‘The
Sun,’ featuring the pictures and story about Princess Diana, cap)

STOCKHOLM (AP) - A retired

Columbia University professor
and a British political economist
won the Nobel economics prize

yesterday for explaining how
information — or lack of it -- shapes
business decisions.

William Vickrey, an 82-year-old

naturalized American, and James
Mirrlees of Cambridge University

shared the $1.12 million prize for

groundbreaking studies in an area

of economics called “asymmetric

information.”

Asymmetric information refers

to when both sides don’t have toe

same facts. The buyer of a house

or a used car, for example, doesn't

have all toe information toe seller

does. Without toe same facts, the

seller has an advantage over toe

buyer, who must spend time and
money to learn more.
Although their separate studies

focused on relatively specific

areas such as auctions and subway
fares, their work has led to better

understanding of economic activi-

ty ranging from insurance and
credit markets to tax systems, toe

Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences said.

“This is a very important contri-

bution,” said prize committee
member Karl-Gustaf Loefgrenu
“These men set up the formal

methodology... which has been put
into textbooks of microeconomic

theory as a standard fact It’s not
very often that you get new chap-
ters into textbooks.”

“It’s very gratifying... very
wanning,” Vickrey, a native of
British Columbia, said of the
award when contacted at his home
in Hastings-on-Hudson, north of
New York City. “I had heard
rumors that my name was there,

but I figured it was less than a 50-

50 chance.”
The annual prize is the third of

die six Nobels to be awarded this

yean The Noljel Memorial Prize in

Economies is awarded by the

Swedish Central Bank in Alfred

Nobel’s honor instead of the

Nobel Foundation.

‘The Sun’
admits Diana
video was fake

Gore-Kemp debate may give

glimpse of 2000 campaign
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Vice

President A1 Gore and Republican
Jack Kemp square off in a debate

tonight that has political junkies

aflutter at the thought that these

two may compete for the presiden-

cy in toe year 2000.
Vice presidential debates have

had little impact on presidential

elections and tonight’s 90-minute
encounter in Sl Petersburg, Florida,

is expected to be no exception.

Still, the stakes are unusually

high since both Gore arid Kemp
are seen as strong early bets for

the Democratic and Republican

presidential nominations for toe

next election.

“It is very unusual for a debate

to showcase the two possible nom-
inees of four years down toe road,

but both Gore and Kemp are

undoubtedly the early frontrun-

ners,” said Allan Lichtman, a
political scientist at American
University in Jft&shington.

- That makes the debate possibly

of more interest to political ana-

lysts, pundits anti-journalists toan to

the electorate, who are focusing an
toe contest between Resident Bill

Clinton and Republican Bob Dole.

Those two meet in the final

presidential debate next week in

San Diego. The election is

November 5 and Clinton remains
ahead in the opinion polls.

Even in Florida, toe vice presi-

dential contest is only getting big

media play in the Tampa-St.
Petersburg metropolitan area, said

Robert Joffec, a Florida publfo
opinion

_
expert with the Mason-

. Dixon polling company.
“The vice presidential debate

fare ho significance at all for the

presidential election. On the other

hand, every political junkie in

America, justifiably, will be
watching this with a great deal of
interest for 2000,” said Joffee.

LONDON (Renter) - A British

newspaper said yesterday that

video film which it had alleged

showed a scantily clad Princess

Diana frolicking with her former
lover James Hewitt was in fact

“ooe of toe most elaborate hoaxes
of the decade”.

The Sun, a top-selling tabloid,

said in a statement released to toe

media that it had been “conned by
cunning fraudsters” and apolo-

gized for any offense it had caused

to the princess or Hewitt.

“Today The Sun is in the unhap-

py position of putting its hands up
to falling victim to one of the most
elaborate hoaxes of the decade:

“We were conned by cunning

fraudsters into believing that a poor
quality film of two people frolick-

ing together were the Princess of
Wales and bei; fonner lover James
Hewitt,” toe statement saicL :

.. The Sun said the 80-second film

had been offered to the editor last
‘

week daring a clandestine meeting
with two men who acted as inter-

mediaries.

“We made our best endeavors to

corroborate toe contents of the

film with independent witnesses
confirming toe apparent identity

of toe princess and Mr. Hewitt,”
the flrfitprf

“We also hired the services of
surveillance experts to assess and
give their verdicts on the original

source of the film.
”

Editor Stuart Higgins said he
took full responsibility for the em>r
and would apologize to the 35-year-

old princess and Hewitt in writing.

In a front-page story yesterday,

the newspaper said the grainy blade
and white film, which was also

shown on some British television

stations, had confirmed Diana's

fears that she had been spied on
during tiie demise of her 15-year

marriage to Prince Charles.

Through her spokeswoman,
Diana said she did not recognize

_ either herselfor Hewitt in toe pho-
tographs published in the newspa-

-pen ‘

; .

' The pictures showed a woman
stripping down to gym shorts and
sports bra while a man watched.

She was also shown riding on his
back and playfully throwing pil-

lows at him.

ROME (AP) - Surgeons removed

Pope John Paul U’s troublesome

appendix yesterday in surgery

they said showed no signs a bowel

tumor had returned. But doctors

sidestepped questions about toe

pontiff's other health problems,

including a marked hand tremor;

While medical team members

indicated the 76-year-old pope

rarw through with flying colors,

including quickly regaining con-

sciousness after general anesthe-

sia, they also reminded toe public

that no surgery can undo toe rav-

ages of age. ... ...
John Paul’s vital signs held up

wefl daring surgery, said a medical

bulletin issued at Gemelli

Polyclinic hospital. “He should be

sitting in an armchair tomorrow

[today],” said Dr. Coatrado Manni,

chief anesthesiologist for the 50-

minute surgery.

“The appendix that was the

huts* of the pope’s ills doesn’t

exist any more.” said Manni.

The appendectomy, was aimed at

curing what the Vatican said was

recurring bouts of inflammation

nnrf fever which caused John Paul

to cancel some public engage-

ments this year. Frequently the

pope’s energy flags and he walks

at times with difficulty.

The image of a slowed-down

pope had generated concern by

some observers that a bowel

tumor, removed in 1992 and

described as benign, returned.

“This is toe moment to

demythologize these fantasies,”

said toe chief surgeon. Dr.

Francesco Crucitti. Asked at a

news conference if opening up toe

pope’s abdomen showed any sign

the tumor was back, the surgeon

replied: “I exclude it categorically.

There is no secret”

Crucitti operated on the pope in

1992 for the tumor and in 1981

after a Turkish gunmen shot toe

pontiff in the abdomen.
But even as doctors were calling

the appendectomy successful, they

sidestepped questions about die

possibility of Parkinson's, a pro-

gressive neurological disorder

marked by tremors and shuffling

gaiL

. .Crucitti would only say that the

pope is undo, toe care of “other

specialists” for other ailments.

Yesterday’s surgery was the

sixth for the pope in toe 18 years

of his papacy. Two years ago he
had hip surgery after he feD in his

bathroom and in 1993 he dislocat-

ed a shoulder in another fall.

Poll: Dole cuts gap to 5.3 points behind Clinton
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Bob
Dole jumped to about five per-

THREE DAY SEMINAR

ON THE WORLD OF
THE SAGES l>tn|

After the destruction of the Second Temple, the Jewish people

were confronted with the question - to be or not to be.

At Yavne, Rabban Yohanan and Rabban Gamlief and their

disciples chose to be.

Their efforts placed Judaism on a renewed path - this time

without the Temple.

Fulfillment of the mitzvot, the centrality of the Bert Midrash,

belief in the world to come and in future redemption became

the focus of Judaism.

Shorashim, together with The Jerusalem Post, invites you to

an English-speaking seminar on The World of the Sages

(HazaJ). With renowned lecturers Prof. Albeit Baumgarten

and Dr. David Satran and archeologists and guides Mod
Aviam and Yon! Shapiro, we‘il immerse ourselves in the

sources and the sites.

We'll spend three days studying the sources and visiting the

ancient synagogues of Hamer Tveriya and Kfar Nahum and
the excavations of Beit Shearim, Zlppori, Caesarea and

Tiberias.

We'll stay at the comfortable guest house of Kibbutz Lav! in

the Galilee.

The dates: Thursday, November 21 -

Saturday, November 23

The price: NIS 980

includes transportation from Jerusalem and Tel Aviv and

return, lectures and discussions, entrance to all sites with

on-the-spot explanations, accommodation at the Kibbutz

Lavi guest house (sharing a double room), full board from

Thursday evening until after ShabbaL Pickup and drop off

along the route where possible and arranged beforehand.

oentage points behind President

Bill Clinton in the latest Reuters

tracking poll, as Republican voters

continued “coming home” to their

party’s candidate.

The poll, conducted for Reuters

by John Zogby Group
International, produced the best

results for Dole in a Reuters sur-

vey since its polling began in

August
It showed Clinton at 43.8 per-

cent Dole at 38.5 percent for a
gap of just 5.3 percentage points.

Reform Party candidate Ross
Perot was at 45 percent, 1.9 per-

cent supported other candidates

and 113 percent were undecided.

“For the first time we have Dole
climbing out of the mid-30s.

We're getting closer to the elec-

tion. People are starting to focus,

and the Republicans are saying,

'Where do I go?’ “ pollster John
Zogby said in explaining the

results.

“Whereas they [the

Republicans] were not enthusias-

tic about Dole, they are coming
back to Dole ” Zogby said.

The poll was a rolling three-day

average of results from about 300
interviews a day, Saturday through

Monday. The Rcutcrs/Zogby poll

For reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM
POB 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel

Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074

Tel. 02-5666231 (9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.).
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ofapproximately 900 likely voters

had a margin of error of plus or
minus 3.3 percentage points.

Daily tracking polls can show
sharp fluctuations due to the rela-

tively small sample of voters

polled each day. Their value lies in

tracking trend over a period of
several days.

Dole’s best day was Monday,
the day after his first {residential

debate with Clinton in Hartford

Connecticut. “Factored in with

two good days over the weekend,
we are now seeing a tight race,”

Zogby said.

Zogby said that as recently as

last week, Dole had been receiv-

ing at most 64 percent of
Republicans' support Starting on
Saturday, chat climbed to the 70
percent range, and by Monday it

was 78 percent

New synagogue
building begun

in Russia

MOSCOW (Reuter) - In a wood
under the shadow of a monument
to millions killed in World War B.
Jews laid toe foundation of a new
synagogue yesterday and claimed
their place alongside Christians

and Moslems in Russian history.

Russian Jews with thick beards,

dressed in black top coats and fiat

black hats, sat next to Prime
Minister Viktor Gbcrnomyrdin,
who helped lay toe foundation of
toe first new synagogue in Moscow
since the Bolshevik revolution in

1917.

The synagogue will stand on
the far side of Russia’s World War
n Victory Park from an Orthodox
Church, and a mosque will be
built close by. The aim is to unite
the three religions and citizens

who fought together against Nazi
Germany.

Israel's ambassador to Russia.
Aliza Sbenhar said: “Let this syn-
agogue, next to the chinch and
mosque, strengthen the bond
between peoples and religions.”

Chernomyrdin called for an end
to antisemitism and. saying only a
unified Russia could live happily,
added that all Russians had to
acknowledge the contribution of
Jews u> toe motherland.
“When every third person died,

no one has the right to forget, not
a single person,” he said. Almost
one third of Russian Jews were
trilled during World War D.

NEWS IN BRIEF

7 killed in Mogadishu fighting
MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP) - At least seven people were
killed and more than 20 wounded in fighting that apparently
erupted as faction leader Hussein Aidid was leaving to meet
with two rival leaders yesterday to discuss possible

reconciliation.

Foreign aid workers and Somalis close to Aidid said Hussein
Aidid flew to Nairobi, Kenya yesterday.

Details of his mission were not immediately clear, and no
Kenyan officials were available for comment, but officials close
to Ali Mahdt Mohammed, Hussein’s rival from north
Mogadishu, said be left for Nairobi too.

The two Somali leaders may be joined tomorrow by Osman
Hassan Ali. known as Atto, in a possible bid at reconciliation
mediated by Kenya, sources who spoke on condition of
anoniroity said.

Bosnian Serb charged with genocide
BONN (AP) - A Bosnian Serb arrested in Germany has been
charged with genocide for allegedly murdering Moslems -
including three women and a child - during the Bosnian war,
federal authorities announced yesterday.
The man is accused of killing one of his 25 murder victims by

putting a bucket over his head and hitting it with a large plank,
said the Federal Prosecutor’s Office in Karlsruhe.
The suspect, identified only as 49-year-old Nikola J was

mrested on December 17 in Duesseldorf. He was the second
Bosnian Serb to have been arrested in Germany on charges
related to ethnic cleansing during Bosnia’s civil war. The first,
pusan Tadic, isi on trial at the International War Crimes Tribimal
in The Hague, Netherlands.
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Violence hasn’t
ruined interest

in Mideast
mvestment

SALLY JACOBSEN

DESPITE the latest outburst
of violence in the Middle
East, it seems, to be busi-

ness as usual for American com-
panies and officials high on eco-
nomic prospects in the region.
Indeed, Stuart Eizenstat, a

senior US trade official, used a
recent New York conference on
Mideast investment to try to drum
up more money for the region as a
way of promoting peace and sta-
bility.

“You're here to make a buck and
. we want you to do so," said
Eizenstat, die Commerce Depart-
ment’s undersecretary for interna-
tional trade. “But I would suggest
to you that you can both turn a
profit and ... help strengthen the
peace process itself by providing
jobs and economic opportunities."
The conference, drawing togeth-

er American ambassadors from
countries in the region with US
business executives, was held
against the backdrop of the Israeli-

Palestinian flareup and Iraq’s mil-
itary moves. Ambassadors to
Egypt, Israel and Jordan had been
scheduled to attend, but remained
at their posts because of the ten-
sions, conference organizers said.

Wyche Fowler, the ambassador
to Saudi Arabia, and Ryan
Crocker, the envoy to Kuwait, said
that despite recent troubles, busi-
nesses remained committed to the
area. “American companies are
going to be there for the long run,”
said EizenstaL “They are not
going to react to the headline of
the day.”

Corporate participants in the
conference included some of the
leading American petroleum com-
panies. such as Exxon Corp. and
ARCO, as well as otherUS multi-
nationals ranging from Philip
Morris Co. to Pfizer Inc.

Norman Byers, whose Telos
International Corp. operates in

five Middle Eastern countries,

including Israel and Kuwait,
appeared to take the political ups
and downs in stride. “La any
region of the world you go into,

"there’s a risk,"-said Byers,- presi-
^ dent of the information technolo-

gy company in Ashbum. Virginia.

“Nothing is cookie-cutter [stan-

dard! when you’re outside' the

United States.”

The “degree of comfort” of a

Moslem fundamentalists
lose support in

Kuwaiti elections

MOSLEM fundamentalists

have slipped from 19 to

17 seats in Kuwait’s 50-

member parliament and may no

longer be the largest single bloc

whoa the new legislature con-

venes, according to unofficial

election returns yesterday.

Pro-government candidates,

who held 15 seals in the outgoing

National Assembly, appeared to

have gained ground, though it was

not immediately clear if they

would overtake the fundamental-

ists. As results of Monday’s elec-

tion came in, Kuwaitis closely

watched the outcome of both races

although the main election issues

were perceived renewed threats by

Iraq and economic reforms to

streamline government spending.

The exact breakdown of parlia-

ment will be difficult to determine

until the legislature begins meet-

ing and discussing issues.

Political parties are banned and

almost all the 230 candidates ran

as independents in Monday’s elec-

tions. A handful represented offi-

cially recognized “political move-

ments” ranging in ideology from

liberal to pan-Arab to Moslem

fundamentalist
Controversial Iran-educated

Shi’ite Moslem scholar Hussein

Qalaf and international financier

jassim al-Kharafi both secured

parliament seals in Kuwait's sec-

ondelection since the 1991 Gulf

War.

Qalaf was educated in the

Iranian holy city of Qom and

traces his family tree to the

Prophet Mohammad. In his last

campaign speech on Sunday
night, Qalaf, 38. steered away
from many controversial ques-
tions but he was firm in his criti-

cism of Israel: “An Moslems have
hatred for Jews in their hearts and
fight Jews, it is not a matter of

Shi’ites and Surmis,” he said.

His candidacy raised fears of a
revival of differences between
Kuwait’s Sunni majority arid

Shi’ites who number about 25 per-

cent of the 700,000 Kuwaitis.

“Sunni Kuwaitis don’t warn to see

a turbaned Shi’ite scholar entering

the assembly,” one analyst earlier

said.

While Kuwait prides itself on
having an elected legislature, it is

often described as the rule by a
“chosen few” because of the

restrictions on voting. Only
107.000 males of Kuwait’s

700.000 citizens are allowed to

vote. Women are not allowed to

vote and men can cast ballots only

if they can trace their Kuwaiti

ancestry back to the 1920s, or

have been natural citizens for

more than 20 years.

A gmaTl group of educated

women demonstrated in front of

polling stations Monday to

(itnnand voting rights before elec-

tions in die year 2000.
(News agencies)

Egyptian police shoot

unidentified beasts

EGYPTIAN police have shot

two specimens oftbeuniden-

nfied wild animals terroriz-

ing people in the southern town of

Annanr for more than a month, the

interior Ministry said yesterday.

The animals, which bear some

resemblance m large hyenas or wuu

^7 have killed *rrepeopte and

injured dozens m a senes of npetor-

ndauacks around ArmanL m *e

NUe valley 500 km south of Cairo.

Local people call them salawwa,

the colloquial word for a female

ghoiSbSiMOne has yet identified

the species.

One theory is that they have
’ recently migrated north from Sudan

in search of food.

The ministry said die ponce and

local people with gun licenses had

set up ambushes around the town at

meht in the hope of killing or cap-

turing the animals. One group snot,

wounded and captured one of the

animals as it was coming out of

farmland to attack people's houses,

it said Another group had shot one

of them dead it addaL

The wounded animal has been

sent to die veterinary unit in Annant

for examination, it said (Reuter)

MIDDLE EAST

Another look at Arafat
THE current crisis between

the Palestinian Authority
and Israel about the

Hasmonean Tunnel and redeploy-
ment in Hebron gave PA chair-

man Yasser Arafat high prestige

among the Palestinians .

This dramatic change in his
position, especially regarding the
West Bank (which has been at its

lowest ebb since the establish-

ment of the PA) is double-edged'
He can now accept unpopular
decisions, and implement them
better. However, he has gained
this new popularity through
bloody confrontation with Israel.

He may be tempted now to

resume tensions when faced with

internal problems.
Despite his effective perfor-

mance in the current crisis, bis

troubles with the Palestinians are

business in turbulent areas, he
said, depends partly on having a
company’s own people on the
ground to monitor events and hav-
ing executives with wide interna-
tional experience.

Speakers told the delegates that

opportunities were robust for a
variety of products, ranging from
military and industrial goods to
cars, air conditioners and
processed foods. “Countries in the
Middle East remain hungry for
American technology,” said
Byers.

Eizenstat used his speech to

push for economic and financial

support for the peace process. The
lack of economic development in

the Palestinian areas, be said, was
hampering the peace drive. After a
recent visit to the region, he said
be felt there was a “pressure-cook-
er atmosphere.”

The confrontations of recent

days, he said, should serve as “a
wake-up call” for promotion of
trade and investment in the areas.

“You really cannot have a gen-
uine, lasting, durable peace unless

you have that translated into

something that appears to make
life better,” Eizenstat said.

He emphasized the benefits that

wouldcome from proposals fra
-an

Israeli-Egyptian natural-gas pipe-
line. an oil refinery in

Alexandruumd creation of special

industrial zones to encourage
investment in the Palestinian

areas.

Congress, he said, was near
completion of work on a Gaza-
West Bank free-trade agreement
for die Palestinian areas. Such an
accord, he Said, WOUld eliminate

tariffs, quotas and other restric-

tions on products entering the US
from those areas. Some goods
would be textiles, strawberries

and cut flowers. Washington has a
similar deal with Israel.

The conference was sponsored
jointly by the Departments of
State and Commerce and theNew
York-based Business Council for

International Understanding.

Organizers ' said 112 businesses

and1 firms registered for the one-

day meeting. The ambassadors
and other speakers will travel to

Dallas for a similar symposium
today and on to Los Angeles on
Friday. (News agency)

far from over. An example of this

can be found in an interview pub-
lished last weekend in Amman,
with a famous Palestinian schol-
ar, Professor Hisham Sharabi.

In the A-Dustour Daily inter-

view, he spoke of the necessity to

“break down the Palestinian
patriarchal regime, in order to

cause similar regimes in the Arab
world to break down.”
Prof. Sharabi does not repre-

sent the traditional opposition to
Arafat among the old radical
PLO groups.
On the contrary, he represents

the main stream of the
Palestinian intelligentsia, a for-

mer member of the PNC in the

pro-Arafat group, and a corner-
stone in the Arab and Palestinian

lobby in the US.
Sharabi has a gloomy view of

ANALYSIS
PINHAS 1NBARI

the overall Arab situation, and on
the Palestinians in particular.

He is afraid that the Arab world
is deteriorating into an “African

situation” in which “poor people
are massacring each other.”

As for the Palestinian people,

their situation has deteriorated

even further, due to historical dis-

asters that ended in the occupa-
tion of 1967.

Sharabi visited Israel and the

PA. and came to the conclusion
that while Israel is now entering

the 21st century, the Palestinians

have become street cleaners in

the Israeli cities.

But what does this have to do
with Arafat?

Sharabi does not appear to be
swept away in admiration of
Arafat's latest achievements.
On the contrary, the generation

that led die Palestinians in subse-
quent failures is still “sitting on
the people, on the new genera-
tion, imposing oq it its despair,
frustration, and its anarchy in
behavior and way of thinking." In
other words, in the struggle
between the territories and the
PLO, Sharabi is supporting the
“inside Palestinians.”

He becomes even more definite
on this issue when he states that
“the younger generation in
Palestine does not want any PLO
to order them to make revolu-
tions."

Contrary to use of force and to
the PA’s military mentality,
Sharabi believes in a non-violent

struggle against the occupation

and that only democracy can res-

cue the Palestinians from their

present plight.

This may be interpreted as

another criticism of Arafat typi-

cal of upper-class Palestinians,

but Sharabi speaks of convening
a popular congress of the

Palestinians of the outside, which
will toss a “life belt" to the

Palestinians of the inside.

It is important to stress that

Sharabi says nothing bad about

Arafat personally, and the con-

gress he mentions does not nec-

essarily imply that it would
become an anti-Arafat demon-
stration.

Most of the Palestinians,

including reformists, regard

Arafat as an essential ingredient

for Palestinian unity.

Taleban forces women into strict Islamist mold
ALISTAIR LYON

PEERING at the world
through a bine cloth roesh is

a new experience for edu-
cated Kabul women, but few ven-

ture out without wrapping them-
selves in a burqa - a flowing

head-to-toe robe that masks the

face - for fear of offending their

new rulers’ concept of Islamic

dress.

The Sunni Moslem Taleban
movement that captured the

Afghan capital at the end of last

month has yet to rule on whether

women must veil their feces or

simply cover their hair to be suit-

ably attired.

“There are different opinions,”

Acting Deputy Foreign Minister

Sher Mohammed Stanakzai told

reporters this week. “This ques-
tion has been handed over to the

religious ulema [scholars] and
will then go to the high court"
Women who once strolled

Kabul streets in bright dresses or
jeans, with a loose headscarf their

only concession to Moslem mod-
esty, now risk abuse or even <i

public beating from young, black-

turbaned Taleban warriors mov-
ing around die city in pickup
trucks if they fail to cover up
completely.

“We will try our best to execute
all die rules and regulations of
Islam,” said Stanakzai. “We love

our country and our people, and
we also love Islam.”

... The. Taleban moved swiftly to

stamp its puritan interpretation of
Islam on Kabul as it has done in

other areas under its control,

ordering men to grow beards and
pray five times daily, banning
television, cinema and music, and
decreeing that the sexes should be
segregated outside the home.
As a result, schools and colleges

in Kabul, where 70 percent of
teachers are women, have yet to

reopen almost two weeks after the

Taleban takeover.

Female government employees
have been told to stay at home,
with a promise that they will be
kept on full pay until Taleban
leaders figure out how they can
return to work without coming
into contact with men.
The edict has hit hardest at

Kabul’s estimated 25.000 war
widows, many of whom were
employed in government jobs or
involved in food-for-woric pro-

grams run by relief agencies.

They are now left with virtually

no means of support for them-
selves or their children short of
begging on the streets.

The Taleban says female doc-

tors and nurses may resume their

posts, but only if they wear
burqas and do not work alongside

male colleagues. They say they

will not deny education to girls
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Afghan women wearing bnrqas, or Islamic veils, follow a man along a Kabul street after the Moslem hardline Taleban Islamic mili-
tia imposed strict modesty orders, forbidding women to work or study in the same offices or schools as men. (Reuter)

and women, bat have made clear

that radical reforms must occur
before they can go back to school

or university.

“The schools and universities

were running in a manner com-
mon in Russia and Communist
countries,” Stanakzai complained.

“It will take time to establish rules

and regulations for how women
should come to schools.”

International aid agencies have
been trying to come to terms with
the changes ordered by the
Taleban, a few of which they have
succeeded in moderating by quiet

diplomacy. But some programs
have ground to a hah.

Mine awareness classes in

schools run by a US-based charity

have slopped because most of the

teachers are women.
Women doctors and nurses are

still working at city hospitals

assisted by the International

Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC), though not all have
returned to their posts for fear of
harassment They may only care

for female patients.

“This causes serious disruption,

but females have not been denied
treatment,” said an ICRC employ-
ee, adding that it would take time
for hospitals to adjust to rules

already applied in other Taleban-

held areas where medical staff

and patients are separated by sex.

“It’s an enormous hassle
because hospitals in the capital

were not gender-separated,” he
said.

Lars Eliason, head of the Red
Cross Federation in Kabul, said

women working at clinics it sup-

ports had been given special work
permits from the Afghan Red
Crescent Society, which now has

a Taleban president
“So far we have had no message

that we should change our proce-

dures,” be said, adding that male
and female staff work together in

many clinics, although men,
women and children come for

treatment on different days.

Avice Warmington, health pro-

gram coordinator at the

Federation, said her projects were
continuing without too much dis-

ruption.

“So far so good,” she sard, but

added that she personally felt

troubled.

“I cover myself from top to toe

apart from my face, but at a pro-

fessional level I am slighted every

day,” she said, citing previous

experience elsewhere in

Afghanistan meeting Taleban

leaders.

Some of them had refused to

shake hands, look at her or

acknowledge her presence.
“1 have never not been able to

do my work, but it has not come
without a personal cost in anger
and humiliation,” she said.

(Reuter)
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Proper opposition

THE words of Meretz MK Amnon
Rubinstein in Monday’s opening Knesset
session are worth listening to even if die

debate itself, particularly die sickening, self-

serving opposition antics, made it a plenum dis-

cussion best forgotten and put behind us.

“We mourn," said Rubinstein, “the 15 of oar
soldiers and officers... who fell and were killed

by Palestinian police. And we lament the death
of tens of Palestinians who were killed in the

rioting... It is true: the government bears com-
plete responsibility for halting the peace
process, for raising die tension in die territories,

for opening the tunnel. But we do not blur at all

the seriousness of the act of opening fire by
Palestinian police against our soldiers - who
were exposed to this fire, which fell on them
when they were not prepared, when they could
not anticipate that those who yesterday
patrolled with them together, would shoot them
in order to kill.

“This is an action which cannot be fotgiven

and for which there is no absolution and no jus-

tification. We tell the Palestinians and the

Palestinian Authority: We are with you in your
struggle for peace, we are against you ifyou do
not stop the fire. Those who shoot, shoot die

peace. A Palestinian policeman who does not
jock his gun kills not only our comrades and
men, our sons and Mends, but also the chance to

put an end to the enmity between the peoples.”

At the Washington summit and now at the

Erez talks, Israelis, Palestinians, and Americans
are trying to put Humpty back together again. It

seems that the outlines of a deal are in place.

Israel is committed to withdrawing from
Hebron and fulfilling other outstanding Oslo

commitments. The Palestinians are willing to

make adjustments in security arrangements to

help prevent a recurrence of the week of blood-

shed.

Still, the peace process has been shaken to its

foundations. The deal shaping up, as important

as it is, amounts more to patching up the plaster

than to repairing the structural damage. While

time has a way of heating such wounds, it is

now hard to imagine bow Israeli soldiers will

ever again be able to patrol together with a

Palestinian force that shot them down, in some
cases sniper-style.

Every Israeli government has rejected out of

hand die prospect of a hostile military force

between the Jordan River and the sea. The ques-

tion now is whether the Palestinian force that

was to be Israel’s protection against Hamas has

become an army that at any time can be direct-

ed against Israel. A sterile debate currently

rages as to whether arming the Palestinians was

a terrible mistake or a vital Israeli interest For
better or worse, there is no going back. Yet there
is a hope that, whOe Yasser Arafat’s ability to
play the violence card still exists, die political

viability of his doing so can be greatly reduced.
" Thus it is essential that statements, such as the

above by former education minister Rubinstein,

become the rule rather than the exception.

At long last, a strong proponent of Oslo has
made a heartfelt statement of anger and betray-

al, thus handing the Palestinians their share of
responsibility for the grievous step they have
taken and for the future of the peace process.

Where was a similar statement by Shimon
Peres in his Knesset tirade against the govern-
ment? Sure, he and others have ma<fe statements
saying that Palestinian police firing at Israelis is

unacceptable. But where is the indignation, the

sense that whatever one's criticisms of the
Israeli government, Palestinians can and should
be held responsible for their actions?

Since the week of violence, Arafat has won a
summit in Washington, a two-handed prime
ministerial handshake, an accelerated negotia-

tion for withdrawal from Hebron, and yester-

day’s historic meeting with F resident Ezer
Weizman. While the Netanyahu government
had little choice but to take such steps in order

to dig itself out of the diplomatic hole it found

itself in, the total effect hardly acts as a deterrent

against future Palestinian violence.

Most would agree with Weizman ’s admoni-
tion to Arafat that if there is a reoccurrence of

Palestinian police fire on Israelis the peace

process is doomed. Yet it is not enough for the

government and the president to be saying this

- Oslo's chief proponents must send a ringing

message to the Palestinians: You shoot, and we
will blame you for killing the peace.

IfArafat feels that he can incite violence with

the flimsiest of excuses and can count on the

world coming down on Israel’s head, why
should he not do it? But if Arafat senses that

violence will instead boomerang against him, he
will do his best to prevent it

For the peace process To be saved, both the,

govemmgpt and its opponents have a partwto;’
r

play. The Netanyahu government seems to be

trying to resolve issues and, despite the vio-

lence, jumping with both feet into the Oslo

framework. The opposition has a choice. It can

either try to maximize the damage to the gov-

ernment by absolving the Palestinians of then-

violations of Oslo, or they can do as Amnon
Rubinstein did - slam the government without
letting the Palestinians off the book. It is not too

late for those who really care about peace,

rather than just scoring points, to speak ouL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE LOSS OF A CHILD

Sir, - The loss of a child is not

always accompanied by “suddenly

seeing about 90 percent of the

friends one thought one had vanish

into thin air’’ as Susan Hattis Rolef

sadly writes in her article, “How
people deal with pain” (September

24). Earlier this month my six-year-

old nephew was ran over by a

school bus from which he had just

alighted Tired and a bit disoriented

at the end of a hot summer’s day,

still new to Tzur Hadassah (as was
the bus driver), with no sidewalk at

his disposal, he chose not to tread on
a bed of flowers and stood precari-

ously on one of the suburb's slanted

curbs. He lost his balance and was

crushed under the rear wheels of the

departing bus.

At such a time one expects rela-

tives and friends to rally round, and

they did. "What the family did not

expect were the streams of neigh-

bors who came to the house bearing

equal quantities of food and solace,

neighbors who, in fact continue to

come.

Friends, by definition, do not dis-

appear in these moments. Neverthe-

less, Rolef is right when she ob-

serves that certain people,

confronted with so great and specif-

ic a loss, sometimes respond inap-

propriately. My brother and sister-

in-law, in this regard at least, have

WORST FEARS
REALIZED

Sir, - The worst fears of those of

us who thought Netanyahu would be

a disaster as a prime minister are

explains the

njduu now claims,

nel was “harmless,”

i in the dead of night,

ecrecy and with a

i demolition crew?

he now blames ev-

mself. But he is re-

ie tension which has

jp among the Pales-

s the one who lit the

:h caused the

FJ. GOTTSTEIN Ramallab.

been fortunate. They are not objects

of awe, nor have they been treated

like cripples. No one sees them as

abnormal. No one is afraid of catch-

ing their grief (as if it were a cold) -

although Israel’s buses, streets and

roads are not safe places for chil-

dren, and, from that standpoint, we
are ail vulnerable.

I know nothing of Rolefs person-

al history. I can only infer, from

what she wrote, that she has bad to

bury a child. If this is indeed the

case, and she did not obtain love and

support from people she counted on,

I am sorry beyond words. I am sor-

ry, too, for my mother and father-in-

law, who, like the famous dancer,

Dvora Bertinov, lost sons to suicide.

Rolef is connect again when she

asserts, “People feel embarrassed

because they simply don’t know
what to say [after a child dies].” It

seems odd, tf one considers how
frequently Jews have bees called

upon to bury their offspring, that

anyone should feel this way. It

ought to be clear by now that no-

body has to say anything. There is

no right thing to say, no proper

answer to the question, “Why was
my child taken?” AD that friends

can do is listen and be there for the

grieving parents. To be there is

enough.
BARBARA GRANCELL-FRANK

Tzur Hadassah.

LACKING REALITY
Sir, - The advertisement which

appeared on September 30 asking

Prime Minister Netanyahu to “Take

away the PLO guns, stand against

hostile media and the ‘disloyal op-

position,’ against international pres-

sure... etc.” is lacking reality. The

signatories of the advertisement

cannot stand against the PLO, 50

percent of the people of Israel and

the Europeans, along with the

Americans. Instead of that, they

should ask the prime minister to free

the moment of truth and establish a

balance between what you want and

what the others want, in order to

safeguard the lives of the Palestin-

ians and the Israelis and to keep the

peaCC
' DR. NINOR SERHAN

October 9,

1

996 The Jerusalem Post

A good i

lunch

Peres’s march of folly

US ELECTIONS
Sir, - We wish to advise Ameri-

can citizens who have registered and

requested an absentee ballot from

their local election boards in the US
that, if their absentee ballot has not

reached them by October 15, there is

a back-up system so no one will be

disenfranchised. Federally printed

absentee write-in ballots will be

available at all US Consulates, the

five AAQ regional offices, the of-

fices of Democrats and Republicans

Abroad as well as from this writer.

These ballots may be handed out

only to those who had earlier filled

out an FPCA card and requested a

locally printed absentee ballot from
their board of election in the US.

All states but New York require

that all absentee ballots be received

by election boards no later than elec-

tion day to be valid and counted.

New York allows a 10-day grace

period, provided that the absentee

ballot has a postmark no later than

one day before election day.

US voters residing in cr near ur-

ban centers must secure these feder-

ally printed write-in ballots from

either their nearest US Consulate or

one of the AACI regional offices.

Those who live in remote, isolated

communities and cannot reach these

offices may request write-in ballots,

between October 15-25 from the un-

dersigned, P.O.B. 1258, Rehavol
76112. by slating that they have

made a request for a locally printed

absentee ballot from their board but

have not received iL Send this state-

ment together with a self addressed,

stamped envelope and please en-

close your telephone number.

Transmittal of all ballots - both

locally and federally primed - may
be sent via regular mail, or the diplo-

matic pouch cost free, by going to

one of the three US Consulates. For

the first time this year, the following

stales will accept voted ballots by
fax: AL, AK, D.C., HI. IN. IA. KS.
LA, ME, MS. MT, NH, NJ. NM.
ND, RL SC, UT, and WA. If mailing

ballots, allow at least seven days for

delivery. For further information

call (OS) 945-7671, Sunday to

Thursday between noon and S p.m.

DAVID FROEHUCM.
US Voting Coordinator

Rehovot.

NO experience of tbe failure

of his policy could shake

his belief in its essential

excellence. That was
.
written

about Philip n of Spain Barbara
Tuchman's The March of Folly)

bat will benefit historians writing

about Shimon Peres as welL
After 15 Israeli soldiers were

gunned down and 61 injured by
Palestinian policemen using guns
provided by Israel, the man who
fathered Oslo still has no regrets.

Not even any doubts.

With his customarily defiant air

of fanatic certainty. Peres is now
going on tbe offensive explaining

that there was nothing wrong with
Oslo, and only Netanyahu is to

blame for not implementing it fast

enough. Rather than an admission
of possible error or even just

silent reflection, Peres offers an
apodictic defense of Oslo.
Guns don’t kill, people do. says

Feres, and that is undoubtedly
true. This is precisely the reason

why certain people should not be
given guns. The anti-Oslo cam-
paign. “Don’t Give Them Guns"
said just that As long as die guns
are in Israel’s hands they ww not

kill Israelis, but in toe hands of
the PLO they will. Until

September 25. 1996 that was con-
jecture. Since then, existential

facL

There is more here than just

,
Israel’s leading liberal using a slo-

t ganof America’s ultra-conserva-

tive National Rifle Association.

That wouldjust be amusing. There
has been rather a total collapse of
the political strategy upon which
Oslo was predicated, which in turn

has led to tragic loss of life. And
that is sad. What makes it criminal

is that it could have been prevent-

ed had Peres and his Oslo archi-

tects been a bit less certain and a
lot more cautious.

Oslo was based on tbe assump-
tion that Palestinian Authority
head Yasser Arafat and toe PLO
had undergone a metamorphosis.
They had jettisoned violence as a
means of achieving their goal.

.
which was no longer tbe destruc-

tion of Israel. That then was toe

rationale for giving them guns: To
fight those among them who had

YECHIEL LEITER

not yet mended their ways.
When the late prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin responded to the

“Don't Give Them Guns” cam-
paign, he said that if the guns
were turned against Israelis it

would be the end of Oslo and
Israel would be free to march
back into the autonomous areas

using all toe fire power at its dis-

posal. He acknowledged that tbe

Those who
opposed Oslo

were right

strategic assessment be was mak-
ing regarding toePLO was a dan-

gerous risk but one, in his opin-

ion, that Israel had to take.

His successor had and continues

to have no such doubts. Arafat’s

use of weapons against Israelis

when he felt toe time was right

means that his departure from ter-

ror was tactical, conditional and
temporary. Not strategic. His
refusal to use tbe same guns
against Hamas, which is what
they were intended for, means toe

same. It means that his frequent

diatribes against Israel’s existence

and his sanctification, of bus.

bombers are not.accidentaLor tan-

gential but intrinsic elements of

his overall strategy, indicative of
tite fact that even if the PLO
Charter has been technically

changed, its spirit has noL

ALL THIS means that Shimon
Peres was wrong, that Oslo was
wrong, that taking toe calculated

risk was wrong. And those who
opposed Oslo were right. The
PLO remains an organization of

people who use guns to kfll peo-

ple and not of people who use

guns to protect them.

Peres’s defenders of course

point to the clause in toe Camp
David Accords which calls for a
“strong police force" tojustify his

arming the PLO. In other words,

Menacbem Begin, not Shimon

Peres is to blame for toe events of
late September. But Camp David

says nothing ofthePLO being the

“strong police force." Nor does it

define “strong" as quantitatively

larger than Israel's entire infantry

as it indeed is today, or that toe

entire force would be armed with

sub-machine guns.

Most importantly, when it

comes to security nowhere in

Camp David is toe Palestinian

police force given supremacy
over the IDF in any part of tire

country.

The cataclysm that Arafat

orchestrated was a disaster in toe

making ever since Oslo began.

The violence did indeed erupt

because the Hasmooeon Tunnel
was opened, and because
Netanyahu was delaying toe Oslo
process. Not that there were not

delays when Israel’s previous

government reigned as welL But
then Arafat knew that with a little

patience he would get what he
wanted. There were dark spots,

but there was still light, PLO
statehood in all of Judea, Samaria
anH Gaza, at tbe end of toe tonne].
With toe opening of toe tunnel,

the realization set in among the

Palestinians that the people of
Israel h«d voted against Shimon
Peres who had left the Jewish tun-

nel closed in order to keep toe

Palestinian political tonne] open.

Once it became clear that those

who had been right all along
about Arafat were in power, and
tint the delays in Oslo’s imple-

mentation were not just formalis-

tic hurdles but substantive demar-
cation lines, Arafat unleashed

Palestinian tenor.

If the Washington summit
results in any political gain for

Arafat at Erez be will have once
again achieved his objectives

through violence. Terror wffl have

once again paid off and a strong

incentive for future violence wifi

be toe consequence. Netanyahu
will not let that happen.

The writer is executive director

of the foreign desk of die Yesha
CouncilofJewish Communities in

Judea, Samaria and Gaza.

For whom the bell tolls

THE slogan “Don’t Give
Thera Guns" from toe days

of protest against toe Rabm
government is now rephrased as

‘Take Away Their Guns" or “Who
Gave Them Guns?”A large adver-

tisment in this paper at the begin-

ning of the month by seven rightist

organizations told Shimon Peres

that “from the rifles you gave them,
bullets were shot that pierced toe

hearts and beads of our children.

How can you sleep at night?"

Putting the inflammatory lan-

guage aside, toe political content of

these slogans deserves considera-

tion. The first Israeli leader who vir-

tually agreed to give them guns was
Menahem Begin in the Camp David

agreements of September 1978

between Egypt and Israel which
recognized “toe legitimate rights of
toe Palestinian people and their just

rights" (Begin used toe words “the

Arabs of Eretz Yisrael").

In the proposed autonomous area

in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip (which would be replaced

after five years by a permanent set-

tlement) the agreements referred

specifically to ibs establishment of
“a strong local police force which
may include Jordanian citizens"

for 'assuring internal and external

security and public order." One can
hardly assume that in this context,

toe intention was to a force armed
let us say with catapults.

Following the redeployment of
Israeli forces from Palestinian

population centers according to

toe Oslo Accords of 1993, the

Palestinian Police started to func-

tion under the Palestinian

National Authority (against vehe-
ment Likud-led opposition).

It is claimed that the Olso agree-

ments didn't lake into account the

possibility that Palestinians would

use their guns against Israelis.

Perhaps, indeeed, the signatories

didn't foresee that over a period of
three months in 1996, one of toe

DAN LEON

two parties to toe agreement

would ditch the concept ofreproc-

ity and undo the achievements of

three years. On both sides, there

remain many who believe that

when tbe chips are down, tbe

other party only understands tbe

language of force. Yet three years

of uneven progress succeeded in

fostering and maintaining a

degree of mutual confidence and
perhaps above all - some hope for

The question is who
can prevent more

bloodshed

a better Palestinian future.

Once, whatever toe reason, tbe

Israeli government smashed these

hopes, sooner or later toe ground
rules were bound to change. The
Palestinian Police was not another
version ofAntoine Lahad’s Israeli-

dominated South Lebanese Army
but an expression of those “legiti-

mate rights of toe Palestinian peo-
ple" mentioned above. Of course
their shooting Israeli soldiers was
intolerable. So were toe short- and
long-term policy decisions which,
after the opening of tbe
Hasmonean Tunnel brought about
tbe tragic confrontation, and all the

terrible losses involved (with some
four times more Palestinian than
Israeli casualties).

BEFORE OSLO, for nearly thirty

years, some two million

Palestinians were subject to an
occupation maintained only by
Israeli military strength. In these

circumstances, is there not a high

degree of hypocrisy in (he moral
indignation voiced by some Israeli

supporters of the occupation.

against any use of force by toe

other ride?AD violence, particular-

ly in tbe form ofterrorism, must be
universally denounced but when
soldiers open fire, is it more moral
or more tolerable, for the occupier

to shoot at the occupied than it is

for toe occupied to shoot back?
Groups ofreserve soldiers recent-

ly condemned “tbe moral and polit-

ical deterioration" caused by toe
“retreat by toe government of Israel

from peace agreements." The sig-

natories to this particular petition,

sponsored by Yesh Gvul declared
that “we will take no part in the
continued repression of the
Palestinian people in toe conquered
territories and in protecting the set-

tlements which serve that purpose.”
At a recent protest rally of Israeli

artists in Tel Aviv, singer Hava
Alberstein attacked the prime min-
ister’s “derogatory attitude to the
Palestinans” and said we must
“stop seeing ourselves as the cho-
sen people (and) understand that
there are otherhuman beings in the
world; even here, just near us,
there is a people really like us ..

except that they are hungrier and
more frustrated than us."
We are facing a moment of truth

which hints that toe peace process
may no longer be irreversible. For
those who believe that all peoples
have equal rights to live in free-
dom, the question is not who gave
nfles or tanks to whom, but who
can prevent more bloodshed,
restore mutual confidence and
return us all to sanity before it is
too late. In the famous words of
tbe seventeenth century British
poet John Donne. “Any man’s
death diminishes me. because I am
involved in mankind; and there-

to know for whom
the bell tolls; it tolls for thee."

** co-managing edi-
tor ofthe Palesune-israel Journal.

YOSEF GOELL

THERE are persuasive argu-

ments against President

Ezer Weizmaii’s meeting

with Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat yester-

day. Even those who grudgingly

admit the need for some sort of

Israeli gesture to facilitate toe

resumption of the negotiating

process with the Palestinians bri-

dle at toe timing — so soon after

the bloody events of less than a

fortnight ago.
, . ,

But in (he final analysis, the

riming of yesterday’s meeting

was exactly right. Weizman’s

lunch with Arafat was not intend-

ed to preempt Netanyahu but to

repair tbe damage done to toe

process by the failure of

Netanyahu’s amateurish tactics

during his first four months in

office and by Arafat’s reversion to

his life-long mode of bloody vio-

lence. It is still too early to judge

the effectiveness of Weizman’s

effort in this regard, but the presi-

dent’s initiative was even more
crucial in regard to repairing

Israel’s status oo the world arena,

where scathing criticism of

Israel’s role in the recent events

has been egregiously one-sided.

There is certainly room to ques-

tion whether tbe involvement of

the president a symbolic figure-

head, in political affairs should at

all be countenanced. In tbe past

all of our presidents, who were

almost all former politicians,

exercised heroic restraint in keep-

ing their political opinions to

- themselves and their small circle

of non-lealting intimates.

The fact that President

Weizman has been an exception

should come as no surprise. The
blame for his being foisted on
tiie nation can only be laid at the

feet of the Labor Party and espe-

cially Shimon Peres, who were
fully aware of his tempestuous

nature.

The marmftr in which Weizman
has performed his role may well

add ammunition to those who
argue in favor of eliminating the

post entirely, now that the prime
minister is directly elected. But in

this particular case, the advan-

tages deriving from Weizman ’s

insistence on intervening in the

negotiations with Arafat may far

outweigh tire disadvantages.

THEORETICALLY, Netanyahu
should have been, toe one to make .

the gestures, to the extent that ..

such gestures are necessary - and
they apparently are, but he has not

been able to bring himself to play
such a role at this stage. His pre-

decessors Menacbem Begin and
Yitzhak Rabin were also in a
somewhat similar frame of mind
at the outset of their tenures.

Begin was lucky to have the ser-

vices of Moshe Dayan as his for-

eign minister and Ezer Weizman
as his minister of defence to lay
the groundwork for the peace

The timing of

yesterday’s meeting
was exactly right

process with Egypt’s Anwar
Sadat and to get it over some
daunting pitfalls.

Rabin, it should be recalled,
refused in his second term to
countenance any open contacts
with toe PLO during the first

year, and balked when he was
pushed by Clinton into shaking
Arafat’s hand on the While
House lawn in September 1993.
Shimon Peres was Rabin’s
Dayan. One of Netanyahn’s
problems is that neither Foreign
Minister David Levy nor any
other member of his cabinet have
the personal stature or political
clout to play that essential role
today.

The emotional objections to
such effusive meetings with
Arafat are very understandable.
The negotiating process has in no
way wiped out the fact that
Arafat has devoted his life to
heading one of tbe most murder-
ous groups among Israel’s Arab
enemies. He was personally
responsible for some of the most
bestial acts of terror against
Israelis. There is also good rea-
son to believe that he personally
was behind some of the incidents
in which Palestinian policemen
shot and killed IDF soldiers in
last month’s riots.

Yesterday bereaved kinsmen of
the victims of that Arafarinn ter-
ror appealed to the High Court of
Justice to order the attorney-gen-
eral and the police to arrest
Arafat the second he set foot in
Israel on charges of murder and
terrorism. The failure of that
appeal constitutes a classic exam-
ple oF considerations of raison
d erat - the collective good, both
of the state and of the communi-
ty of individuals who constitute it

„ °^wc,?bing understandable
consteferauops of personal jus-

‘^ continue to be con-
tronted with such dilemmas as

toto the more diffi-
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Kids do struggle
to find their

peer group place S3S£K

FEATURES

Flirting with the enemy
An Austrian

Jew, now living

PARENTING
RUTH MASON

My eight-year-old spends
her afternoons in the kib-
buiz children’s house with

atrout 10 other girts between die
and nine (the boys don’t

0ne girl is the sole leader
of this group. The other girts fol-
low her around like she’s the

My daughter is strong and
stubborn and does not always
accept this authority

>, with the
result that if she has a fight with
one girt, it means she has afight
with die wholegroup. My husband
and 1 never know when she comes
home whether she’s in a fight or
hasfriends! We were getting con-
cerned and had meetings with her
counselors (metaplot) who would
try to help her back in to thegroup,
but now we’ve grown accustomed
to the situation. She seems happy.
Is this kind of dung usual at this
age? Should webeconcerned? For
how long will it continue?
Ronii Plotnik, PhD, director.

Child Development Center, TLM.
Kibbutz Child and Family Clinic,
answers:

You don't need to worry, what is

happening to your daughter is com-
pletely natural. Between the ages of
six and 12, children are involved
with finding their place in the peer
group. The developmental task of
this age is the child's social identity.

Therefore, the struggle that your
daughter is conducting with the
group's leader is natural, normal and
shows she is a girl with strengths
who wants to build her own place
within die group.

Of course, because we’re speak-
ing of kibbutz children, social issues

are given more weight and are more
central in the children's lives. It’s

important, therefore, that you be in

good contact with the counselors,

whose main job is to accompany the

children within the social group.
I have no doubt that you will con-

tinue to see ups and downs in your
daughter's moods based on her
social life. This is not a reason to
worry, but is an invitation to you to

support her, talk to her, accompany
heir in this process which is part of
her socialization.

The main objective of kibbutz

children’s society is ‘to accustom

and^educate the lads to live within a
social group in anticipation of their

lives within an adult peer group.

Tbe struggle for leadership is part of
the roles of die game in any society

and dial is the struggle with which
your daughter is involved.

My daughter’s name is

GabrieQa. My husbandprefers die

pronunciation Gavridla. I dunk

we should be united in our pro-
nunciation ofher nameand1 -want
him to pronounce it with the hard
l
‘b.”Am I right to insist? Will it be
confusing to herfor herparents to
pronounce her name differently?

^
Karen Goldberg, MSSW, child and

family therapist, Maccabim, says:
To answer simply, no. However,

you deserve an explanation. Your
name is your identity. It is yours. It
is who you are. Children leam very
early — from birth, actually — to
respond to their parents or others
calling their names. They respond
by body movements at first, and
then by turning their bead in the
direction of the voice, and «riii later,

verbally. They respond to the lone
of the voice, not only to the name.
Most children are called not only

by their given names, but aim by
terms of endearment such as honey,
sweetheart or darling, as well as by
nicknames such as Ari for Arieh, or
Deeny for Adina. They leam to

respond to more than one nanv» very
early and quickly. Your child should
have no difficulty responding to

either way her name is pronounced.
If the variation of “b” or ‘V* is a

matter of accent this, too, is not an
issue for the child.

Most parents think about the

child's name even before birth.

Names are given for a variety of
reasons with various meanings, like

being named after someone or
because of the time of year of the

birth or for a flower or a tree or just

because the parents like the name.

Any and all of these reasons are

legitimate and acceptable. But fee

reason behind deciding on a partic-

ular name may cany more weight
for one of the parents. For example:
“My grandmother was called Becky
by my grandfather so feat is how I

want my daughter to be called, and
not Rebecca or Rivka.” Could this

be an issue for you?
Usually by school age, your child

shows a preference for how he/she

likes to be called. He may say,

“Don’t call me Dudu, my name is

David”; or “Call me Mod, anything

but MonlechaL" It is important to

respect your child’s wish.

senior
candidate for

the extreme
right-wing

Austrian
Freedom party,

Eldad Beck
reports from

Vienna

»• ton #***?*; ^
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Sichrovsky beams
with confidence about his

new political career. On Sunday,
when the citizens of Austria will,

for the first time, elect representa-

tives to the European Parliament, he
believes that nothing short ofa mir-
acle will prevent him from becom-
ing a deputy, and thus making his-

tory.

Sichrovsky, aged 49, is the first

Jewish candidate of the extreme
right-wing Freedom Parly, headed

by Dr. Jorg Heider The nomination

of Sichrovsky to die second place

on the list of the Freedom Party,

was a political bombshell not only

within Austria’s small Jewish com-
munity (which has 8,000 registered

members), but also among non-

Jewish liberal and leftist Austrian

circles, where Heider is considered

to represent the dangerous new face

offascism.
“This affair has gone beyond the

limits of good taste,” says Paul

Grosz, president ofAustria’s Jewish
community. Heider is using
Sichrovsky, explains Grosz, in an
attempt to try and achieve a stamp

ofkatinut, to draw the whole worid

that he's a true liberal, not a Nazi.
Austrian neo-Nazism today, how-

ever, means less play on anti-

semitism andmore political slogans

against “foreigners" living in

Austria. “Heider had nothing
against Jews,” says Georg Habo;
managing director of Vienna’s

Jewish museum, “but he is against

foreigners; it’s a pity that half of the

Jewish community is offoreign ori-

gin, a fact that makes xenophobia

ourproblem.”

'S&Jy <f
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A billboard rails on Austrians to choose the Freedom Party in the country’s first European
Parliament vote on Sunday. (Above right) Peter Sichrovsky at Freedom Party headquarters.

Indeed Austria’s community
Not oily isyfour childVitimehe?—*fow^ihd&'Fof its revival to" fee

self-respect and self-esteem. There

are so many issues along the way
for parents to compromise about

and to argue oven It is important for

parents to ask themselves if it is

worth it for them to make an issue

over an accent or a style.

GabrieQa or GavrieDa, no matter.

Its not what you say, it’s bow you

say it. Just love her!

ing in foe the 1980s and ’90s from
Iran, a phenomenon that introduced
mm riw mainly Aghlnmari commu-
nity a large number of Sephardi

Jews. Out of the 11 active synar-

gogues in Vienna, four now belong

to Sephardi congregations from
Georgia, Bukhara and Tran

Sichrovsky, whose Austrian

Jewish family includes survivors of

concentration camps, rejects the

accusation that he serves as a
Jewish alibi for Heider:

“Did he murder anyone?” he

asks. “Besides Jews are always

[used as] an alibi in Austria and
Germany. It doesn’t matter what

they do.As aJew you either decide

to leave these countries or you stay.

“If you stay you are an alibi If

you accept that the new generation

has fee right to choose where it

lives, you should also give it the

freedom tojoin a political party, and
not constantly confront it wife the

past of their families."

Those who know Sichrovsky per-

sonally explain his move tty his

unstable character, by an uncontrol-

lable need for publicity, and by
fmanrial difficulties.

Bom to a communist family of

aristocratic descent. Peter studied

chemistry and physics, but wenton
to become a journalist and writes:

Hie moved not only from one paper

to another, but from one country to

another until he settled down last

year in Chicago.

living abroad, he says, doesn't

contradict his political activity at

home. Heconsiders himselfthe rep-

resentative offee 800,000Austrians
that live outsidefee country, and fee

only place he could be politically

involved without having to live in

Austria is the European Parliament

in Strasbourg.

“Among fee second generation of
Jews in Austria, fee question of
whether tins country is our home or

not is very problematic. Some of us

don’t feel very comfortable wife the

decision our parents took, to come
back here, because they have

Poor nations search for public

relations help
RUTH MORRIS

J1ROM small, poor couu-

|
tries to large, rich ones,

having a friend in

feington these days means

ng your own public relations

l Experts said that more and

re countries, particularly

:rging democracies, are look-

to lobbyists and public rela-

s firms for help in steering

r way through the halls of

ner on Capitol Hill,

foreign governments are

pasingly realizing the power
nmmunicaiions to influence

cy,” said Leonard Steinhom,

ofessor of communications at

feington’s American

versity. He calls such work

functional equivalent to a

[ywood scriptwriter.”

,ing PR work for a foreign

itry can involve everything

l setting up meetings with the

ctly poised policy maker
_
to

aring talking points for

is of state to painting sweep-

mblic-image makeovers.

,
it might involve arranging

he emperor and empressof

n to be photographed in front

he Grand Canyon, wearing

kers and khakis. “A lot of

ile hadn’t seen them in any-

l
that informal.” said Lee

irath, citing one of her FK

esses. .

•Grath, president or

bington-based International

mal Communications,

ed plan Emperor Hirohito

Empress Nagako’s trip to the

in 1989- The goal, she said,

to portray her clients as

nan beings, not just royal

jets'."
•
s big spender, Japan, has

tionally forked out hundreds

ilttons of dollars annually to

allies in Washington, partic-

y on trade issues.

las the end of the Cold

die break-up of the Soviet

m pushed many countries to

i toe into democracy,
experts

making a noise m
hingron became paramount

for smaller, poorer nations too.

“We’re such a small country

that we’re often drowned out,”

said Magda Sobalvarro, press

director for the Nicaraguan

Embassy in Washington. Her
country has hired public relations

firms to sound the word that,

after years of US- and Soviet-

backed guerrilla war, Nicaragua

is well on the road to political

and economic reform, and to

ensure that $30 million in US
financial aid last year keeps

flowing.

However, working for develop-

ing countries might mean work-

ing at loggerheads wife human
rights groups. Edward van

Kloberg, chairman of

Washington World Group
Internationa]. Inc., recently

signed a $15,000, three-week

contract wife fee Honduran
Maquiladora Association, which

represents the interests of manu-

facturers who run facilities under

foreign ownership.

His company’s job was to

counter a barrage of negative

press after the personal clothing

line of talk-show host Kathy Lee
Gifford was linked to a
Honduran sweat shop where girls

as young as 13 worked day-long
shifts. “It’s called constructive

dialogue,” van Kloberg said of
his work, adding that once lines

of communication are open-

between Washington and client

countries, policy reforms often

follow.

And working for poor nations

does not necessarily mean work-
ing for small change. Many con-

tracts nm into the hundreds of

thousands of dollars. After the

the March 1 decertification of

Colombia as a US partner in fee

fight against drug trafficking,

Florida-based Kelley Swofford

Roy, Inc. landed a six-month

contract wife the Colombian
government for $445,200.
According to Justice

Department records filed under

the Foreign Agent Registration

Act (FARA), the firm’s stated

mission was to “seek to influ-

ence US policies and perceptions

regarding Colombia’s efforts in

the ‘war on drugs,’” with the

ultimate goal of reversing the

decertification process all

together.

Jesse Hackes, who heads fee

Washington-based Public

Relations Society, said client

countries are also seeking to

emulate US expertise in public

relations at home, as demonstrat-

ed by Russia’s most recent presi-

dential election feat saw Boris

Yeltsin dancing energetically on
stage.

Steve Ellis, senior vice presi-

dent of Jefferson Waterman
International, concurred. He
recently traveled to Zagreb to

teach a seminar on speaking to

the foreign press. “You have to

understand, we invented this

stuff,” Hackes said. “We’re the

best at ft.”
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always regretted it.

“It is not our decision, it is then-

decision. And this insecurity was
passed on to fee second genera-

tion.”

Georg Hoffinan-Ostenhof, editor

of the weekly Profit, who severely

criticized Sichrovsky’s move,
agrees, however; that in a certain

way it symbolizes the normaliza-

tion of Jewish life in postwar
Austria. “The second generation,

that of Chancellor Vranitzky,

brought up the issue of Nazism and
die Holocaust The third generation

has fewer guilt feelings, there is a
normalization and Sichrovsky is the

proof."

When Jorg Heider became
Freedom Patty leader 10 years ago,

the patty represented less than 5

percent of the population. Since

then, fee party has emerged as the

second largest political movement
in Vienna and in several other

regions of fee country.

Opinion polls suggest that it will

get at least 25% in die European
elections. “Heider is a pure pop-
ulist, a combination of Nazism,
pan-Germanism, post-1945
Austrian nationalism and anti-elite

feelings”, says Prof. Anton Felinka

of the Institute for Conflict

Research.

“He’s exploiting the discontent of
die losers of the modernization
process, the unemployed, the blue-

collar workers. He wants to win the

support of fee young generation feat

feels alienated from fee two big par-

ties [the Social Democrats and the

Conservative People's Party]. Buthe
is too complex to be called a Nazi.”

Jewish poet and writer Robert

Schindel doesn't believe that

Heider represents a real danger.

“He’s not the dangerous one, the

one whowill come afterhim will be
much more dangerous, because he
will pick fee fruits of Heider ’s

activity.

“Heider is an Austro-Fasrist [in

the tradition of) Dollfuss in the

’30s, but he respects the democratic

rules. He’s more populist than anti-

semitic, but many members of his

party are antisemitic and be doesn't

fight them.”

Do Austrian Jews feel threatened

by Heider 's growing power?
“Nowadays fee survival of the com-
munity is assured,” says Paul

Grosz. “But I’m well aware of the

fact that antisemitic and xenopho-
bic sentiments arise in situations of
crisis, and there exists a situation

that might allow a man like Heider

to be a force feat will [disrupt] the

democratic system.

“When Heider gets more votes,

more Jews sit on their suitcases,”

adds Schindel, “but on fee whole
Jews here arc more secure than

Jews in Israel”

Sichrovsky doesn't consider

Heider’s_party to be a neo-Nazi

raoveipent. “It represents a quarter

of foe {mutation in Austria, so we
are ncX Talking about a small group
of crazy extremists. To say feat a
quarteroffee population votes for it

because it is Nazi is a stupid simpli-

fication of politicai life in this coun-

try and an easy way to keep this

party away from anything that is

important in Austria.

“Ideologically speaking I see this

party as an interesting modem con-

servative party, that questions the

Th.vw•y waters of fife, according to the

Jewish, Christian and Muslim tradfflons,

are said to flow from fee Holy Land of

fee ancient Middle East region. Yet

politicians are charting a
course: their policies could

fee area under desert sand and
concrete, shatter hopes for Easting

i a threat far beyond the

i reaRy.

Joyce Shire Starr, Ph.D., is a
recognized authority on water

policy and an expert on fee

Middle East Bringing a unique

perspective to feta topic, she
makes it dramatically dear feat

mankind's water endowment
cannot be left to the secret

domain of the powerful. £
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system in Austria, which was a very

good system in the years after the

war but is unable to improve the sit-

uation and maintain stability

beyond fee year 2000. 1 think feat

we need today in Austria new ideas,

a new kind of liberalism.

“Maybe you could compare it

with your new government in

Israel, or the ideas of fee

Republican Party in the US. My
political symbol is Chancellor Kohl
in Germany. He combines liberal,

modern and conservative attitudes.

It's due that Heider and some other

politicians from different parties

have in the past made comments
about World War n that not only I

do notagree with but I do not like to
hear.

“1 confronted Heider wife them,
and he had an interesting explana-

tion, saying thatwe as Jews haveno
idea what it means to grow up in a

family where parents were not only
impressed by fee Nazi movement,
but also totally supportive.

“For these people it was not so

easy to change after fee war, like

wolf turning to sheep. He grew up
in a family feat tried to change, but

in their minds and their hearts there

was a lot left from fee past, a mix-
ture of the past, the present and the

future. He said that sometimes he
uses a language that didn't come
from him but from his family. He
said he regretted ft.

“[Outbursts of antisemitic com-
ment] happened, it’s terrible that it

happened, and I will insist feat it

doesn’t repeat itself. I will always

speak out when something like feat

happens, as I did in the past when ft

happened with other parties. Every

Austrian party has a difficult histo-

ry with the past It's their way of
cleaning themselves by throwing all

the dirt on one party”.

Dr. Heinz Fischer, speaker of fee

Austrian House of Representatives

and vice-president of fee Austrian

Socialist Pany, says tbaisometimes

Heider denounces antisemitism,

other times not “Most of us cannot
believe that this is just an accident

It is a signal And he is very talent-

ed in using some moods in the pop-
ulation which were already used

during fee ’30s.”
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Two bids

made for

Mizrahi’s
American
subsidiary

GALIT LIPKIS BECK
SAFRA Bank and Commercial
Bank of New York have submit-
ted bids for the purchase of
United Mizrahi Bazik and Trust
Company, the New York sub-

sidiary of United Mizrahi Bank.
The bids for Mizrahi's US oper-

ations and Latin American repre-

sentative offices were submitted

Monday.
Prof. Eliezer Sheffer, one of the

bank's two trustees, is scheduled
to fly to Washington today to

decide on the bids with consultant

William Issac, the bank's other

trustee

Sheffer refused to comment on
the issue yesterday, explaining

that as a trustee he is prohibited

from discussing the sale.

The two trustees will probably
announce the winner within a

short time, since the banking
authorities in the US have already
approved a letter of instructions to

the trustees on how to sell die

bank.

Approximately one month ago
the trustees of United Mizrahi
Bank and Trust Company vetoed
the bank’s sale to Commercial
Bank of New York.

The two trustees instructed

Mizrahi to offer the subsidiary to

other potential buyers, despite the

letter of intent already signed with

Commercial Bank.
About seven months ago.

Commercial Bank, owned by
Brazilian banking magnate
Edmundo Safdie, signed a letter

of intent to acquire United
Mizrahi Bank and Trust

Company for $22rn.

The contenders’ new bids are

believed to be higher ' than

.Comxoerciial.Bank's original bid.

- The tniste^’ objected tg&eJet-
‘ jer^'of jptent because

‘j

k ‘ was .

reached 'behind their backs' and
also due to a series of complaints
from the Safra family, the owners
of Republic Bank.

Following . the Ofer-Wertheim
group’s purchase of UMB’s con-

trolling share in January 1995, the

shares of UMB New York were
put in trust.

The trustees have very broad

powers regarding the shares of
the bank, including sole power to

approve its sale.

The Ofer-Wertheim group’s

decision to sell the subsidiary is in

line with its preference to get out
of international activities and con-

centrate on the bank's operations

in Israel.

During the last few years. UMB
New York has suffered large loss-

es, resulting from the crisis in the

US real estate market at the start

of the 1990s.

In the previous two years, the

bank has undergone a recovery

process, including the sale of

assets.
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Meridor considers increased
budget cuts in ’97

THE government will propose
even deeper cuts in the 1997 bud-
get if this year’s target of a 2.8
percent budget deficit is not met.
Finance Minister Dan Meridor
told the Knesset Finance
Committee yesterday.
Currently, the Treasury is

proposing NIS 4.9 billion in cuts
for 1997.
Meridor said it was too early to

tell yet whether revenues would
be high enough to keep the 1996
deficit target from being exceed-
ed, and that he would not know
whether additional cuts are neces-
sary until the end of the year.

“But if it turns out that revenues
do not reach the necessary level,
we’ll have to deal with this right
at the start of the year, via an
additional cut in expenditures,"
be said.

Meridor also spoke about the
connection between the peace
process and the economy, stress-

ing that while progress in the talks

is clearly good for the economy,
u
it is not a necessary condition.

‘The absence of war and terror

attacks contributes to economic
stability, but this is a positive,

rather than a necessary, condi-

tion,” he said. “The state of Israel

has grown for 48 years without

peace... We have grown very

Only 25% of
firms with

state aid meet
job, export

targets

EVELYN GORDON

ONLY about one-fourth of die

companies that received invest-

ment grants from the Industry, and
;

Trade Ministry between T985? and l

1989' actually; ®et iHerf
/
'st&edi

goals for e^porat dnd emJHbyment,
according to a study of 159 com-
panies by the State Comptroller's

Office.

The comptroller’s findings,

which axe pat of die most recent

State Comptroller’s Report, were

being discussed in die Knesset

State Control Committee yester-

day.

One of the report's main findings

was that the ministry gave $100
million over this period to help 16

large companies expand, with the

goal of increasing die number of
employees in these companies by
2,600.

In fact, however, the number of

employees at these companies
decreased by 4,800.

The comptroller also examined

49 new companies helped by the

urinis&y, and found that only one-

fifth of them increased their

exports by as much as they had
predicted in their applications.

Committee chairman Ran Cohen
(Meretz) said these findings

required the ministry to rethink the

Investment Encouragement Law.

It is also imperative, he said, that

the ministry’s investment center

set up a system to keep tabs on
;

whether its grants are achieving i

their purpose.
j

Mosbe Shahal (Labor) suggested <

imposing a contractual obligation i

cm grant recipients to refund their

grants if they do not meet their i

employment or export targets. i

Investment center head David i

Baruch promised the committee l

that the center would conduct a i

thorough investigation into the

matter and set up a system of i

enforcement to ensure that redpi- 1

ents who do not fulfill the terms of i

their grant are punished. i

EVELYN GORDON

rapidly even in difficult years.”
Even this year, despite the

shocks of the inis bombings in

Febroaiy-March and Operation
Grapes of Wrath in April, local

companies nearly doubled the
amount of money they succeeded
in raising on overseas stock
exchanges, he noted.

Attacked on this point by oppo-
sition MKs, Meridor relented that

Labor - had it stuck to its pre-

election promises regarding

Jerusalem, the settlements and the

Palestinian right of return - would'
also have run into a crisis sooner
or later.

‘’Sometimes you have to pay a

price [for what you believe in],”

he said. “We need to create as

good an economic situation as

possible, but without illusions.”

However, Meridor stressed,

economics can also facilitate the

peace process.

This is especially true in rela-

tions with Jordan and the

Palestinian Authority, he said.

“In my opinion, we have not

done enough over the past two
years [in terms of economic rela-

tions with Jordan],” he said.

Regarding die economy in gen-

eral, Meridor noted that there has
been a definite slowdown in
growth, though it is far from a
recession: Dining the first half of
tile year, the economy grew by

But one cannot say there are prob-
lems and then do nothing for three

months,” be said. “It is inconceiv-

able that the deputy treasurer of
the Likud (Moshe Leon) should
be put in charge of structural

changes. He has no idea what's
going on in the economy.. This is

Sharon mulls

new railways in

areas, into Jordar

1.8% (about 3.6% in annual how one reforms the economy?
terms). But what is- particularly And you say nothing?
worrying, he said, is that there is “There is a feeling, and not just
no slowdown at all in private con- in the press or among the opposi-
sumption. don, that there is total paralysis in

It grew 8% in annual terms dur- the economic field,” he conclud-
ing the first half, while exports ed, eliciting a raze show of anger
have been virtually flat, leading to from Meridor.
a $3.2b. balance of payments “Why did you do nothing for a
deficit in the first half of the year, full year?” Meridor retorted, not-
This is a clear indication that ing that Shohat and other

the root of the problem is the gov- Treasury officials had been aware
ernment’s excessive budget for at least that long that a budget
deficit, he said, and if this is not cut was necessary.
dealt_ with, “no gimmick will

.
He particularly scored Labor’s

help.” irresponsibility in racking up an
“There is not a single person unprecedented $3 .2b. balance of

who understands economics who payments deficit in the first half
disagrees that a budget cut is the of this year after inheriting a bal-
proper remedy.” he stressed, urg- ance of payments surplus from
ing the committee to support the the Likud in 1992.
government’s cuts. Shohat also disputed Meridor ’s

Former finance minister statement that the economy could
Avraham Shohat (Labor), head of survive a crisis in the peace
the opposition in the committee, process. “If there is no peace, and
launchoi a blistering attack on no peace process, the economy
Meridor. will be damaged or destroyed,” he
“1 agree that there are problems, said.

THE National Infrastructure

Ministry is considering plans foe

four new rail routes - including

linns between Jerusalem and Tel

Aviv, Eilat and Sodom, and two

lines between Israel and Jordan.

The ministry, together with the

Railways Authority, is discussing

three possible alternatives to the

existing service between Tel Aviv
and the capital.

The simplest solution would be

to use the current line and new,

faster trains.

Two new routes are also being

examined. The first would run par-

allel to the Route 1 Highway. The
second option is to construct a line

alongside the planned Route 45
Highway, which would leave

Jerusalem northwards, passing

Grvat Ze’ev and Hashmonaim,
this stretch being across the Green
Line.

Minister Ariel Sharon's office

yesterday strongly denied media
suggestions that this route has
already been selected. “We are
weighing up the economic consid-
erations, not the political," said a
source close to Sharon.
The ministry has confirmed it is

also looking at two new train lines

between Israel and Jordan -

between Haifa and Mafraq, and
from Eilat to Aqaba.
The Haifa to Mafraq service

would not initially be for passen-

gers. “but once the track is laid

that could easily change,” said the

source.

In addition to the southern bor-

der route, a line would be built

DAVID HARRIS

ructure northwards to Sodom. This would

ans for open up both freight exports and

eluding imports, together with encourag- •

md Tel ing tourists into the Arava and

nd two Dead Sea areas. A
rdan. The ministry are asking for the

w
rith the line to be built across the border,

cussing giving Israel and Jordan dual cen-

to the troL ....
el Aviv Sharon has already indicated he

intends establishing two lines

mid be between Gaza and tbe West Bank,

d new, and operating a service between

the Erez crossing point to Gaza

) being and the port of A&bdod.

un par- He has also indicated he is in

*y. The favor of a line from Gaza to

:t a line Kalkilya being extended into

ute 45 Jordan.

leave However, the PA considers the

iassing Gaza-Ashdod line as merely an

nnaim, attempt to prevent the creation ofa

Green seaport in Gaza, according to

Palestinian Economic Council for

office Development and Reconstruction

media director-general Mohammad
te has Shtayyeh. ^
Ve are This claim was strongly denied

xmsid- by Sharon’s office yesterday. The
saida opening of a line to Gaza will

remove much of the congestion
id it is from the roads to Gaza, according

n lines to the ministry. F-ach day some
dan - 3,000 tons of concrete are driven

q, and to Gaza from Ramie. “Opening
the train line would take several

service hundred trucks off the roads, for

ossen- example,” said the source,

is laid The ministry is also looking into

aid the the possible long-term options of

extending the coastal route train

n bor- line north of Nahariya and con-

; built structing a line to Tiberias.

A portrait of far-right Austrian leader Joerg Haider on a campaign poster is framed by an old
tractor 60 kilometers southeast of Vienna. The far right is trying to pick up support ahead of
Sunday’s European parliamentary elections Grom voters in the country angry over the drastic slide

of form prices. Farmers used to receive higher subsidies from the state before Austria joined the
European Union in January 1995, but now many forms are closing down. (Rato)

Embassies instructed

to spruce up Israel’s

image following unrest.
DAVID HARRIS^--- L ^

THE Industry and Trade Ministry has instructed commercial attaches at

embassies worldwide to try and repair the damage caused by the recent

unrest in the territories.

Ministry Director of Foreign Trade Administration Zohar Peri has
requested that attaches immediately begin a promotional campaign to

show foreign companies the positive side of Israel's economy.
The attaches will compile reports on the current attitudes toward Israel

in their host countries and attempt to establish if any visits have been
postponed or canceled.

Meanwhile, ministry officials said the presidents of 28 of Japan’s

largest corporations have still not confirmed plans to visit Israel follow-
ing the Cano economic summit in November.
Former Ministry director general Yosi Snir confirmed in August that

the visit of the senior executives from companies - including Fujitsu,

NEC Corp., Sumitomo Corp., Mitsubishi's banking and industrial divi-

sions, Tomes Corp. and Fuji Bank Ltd.

"The companies have certainly not canceled,” but they have not con-
firmed either, said Foreign Ministry deputy director-general for eco-
nomic affairs Oded Eran.

Internet company to offer

phone-to-phone service

Record provident fund withdrawals last month

JENNIFER FRIEDUN

DELTA Three, a Jerusalem-based

Internet telephony technology and
service company, announced plans

to introduce an Internet-based

phone line that will allow cus-

tomers here to place cheaper tele-

phone calls to New York using stan-

dard telephones, company chair-

man Jacob Davidson said.

Although the service will have all

the drawbacks of Internet commu-
nication - feedback and slow

response time - it will offer rates

that could be up to 80 percent lower

than other long-distance earners.

The service, which will start with-

in die next month, will allow cus-

tomers to caD New York by dialing

a local access number via their tra-

ditional phone that will automati-

cally transfer on to the Internet for

the long-distance part of the call.

“Delta is one of the first compa-
nies to offer an Internet telephony

service that is phone-to-phone,”
said Michael Selesny, an analyst

with New York-based Israel

Securities Center, which has raised

venture capital for the company.
Delta Three's test application,

which was set up between Israel

and St Petersburg, offered the ser-

vice for less then 25% of the cost of

traditional long-distance carriers,

the company said.

Delta Three’s Russian subsidiary

is in the process of extending ser-

vice to Moscow, Kiev and a number
of other Eastern European and CIS
locations.

BANK provident funds suffered

record high redemptions of
NIS3.51 billion in September,

despite posting positive real yields,

the Treasury reported yesterday.

The funds’ total withdrawals
since the start of the year total

NIS 1 0.88b., according to figures

from the country’s large banks.

GALIT UPKIS BECK

The banks said they expect a

drop in the public’s withdrawals

from the provident funds in

October, based on withdrawal

instructions given to the banks by
September 13.

Bank saving programs attracted

deposits of NIS 1.937b. last month.
Since the start of the year, saving
plans have accumulated NlS5.]7b.
In September, index-linked plans

attracted NIS2.06b., foreign-cur-
rency-linked plans registered with-
drawals of NTS 1 22m. and training
funds suffered redemptions of
NIS 140m.

Israel Corp. seeks foreign partner for Zim
THE Israel Corporation is negotiat-

ing with several international com-
panies to find a strategic partner for

Zim, a spokesman for Israel Corp.

confirmed yesterday.

Israel Corp. and the government
decided to locate a partner for the

shipping and container line after

foiling to raise capital via the New
York Stock Exchange during the

past two years. Market analysts said

Zim’s small profits and the world-

wide crisis in the shipping sector

GALIT UPKIS BECK
have led to lack of enthusiasm in

the US capital market.

The government, which has a

48.6 percent holding in the compa-
ny, will decide whether to sell Zim
and at what {rice. About one year
ago, the Government’s Company

Authority decided there is no point
in issuing Zim’s shares on the Tel
Aviv Stock Exchange due to the
recession in the shipping industry.
Several months ago Zim said an

external source to finance the com-
pany's modernization program
must be found if the public offering
does not go ahead. Q

-ten

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9,96)
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Shares fall

as investors

await reports
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

TWo-SIded index

SHARES declined yesterday as

investors assessed the peace talks

and awaited a September infla-

tion report and third-qnarter

earnings.

“Among foreign clients, it’s

quiet” said Yaron Pitaru, bead of

research at Ofek Securities in Tel

Aviv. “They’re not panicking,

not selling, but not buying ag-

gressively. They want to see- that

the peace process won't crash."

In addition, investors are look-

ing' toward a relatively low Sep-

tember inflation figure, Pitaru

said. Estimates for the figure, to

be reported next Tuesday, are for

a monthly increase of 05 percent

or 0.6%.

The Two-Sided Index declined

054% to 186.43; while the M&of
Index dropped 0.61% to 19657.

Hie most active issue was Koor

Maof index

Industries Ltd., the nation’s larg-

est company, down 1.75% on

trading of NIS 3.6 million.

Also leading the market lower

were Discount Bank Investments

and Israel Chemicals, each down

1.5%. Bucking the trend were

American-Israeli Paper Mills

Ltd., up 2.5%; the medical-

equipment maker Elbh Ltd, up

1%; and Elron Electronic Indus-

tries Ltd, a technology holding

company, also up 1%.

ElecUa Consumer Products

rose 4%, while Discount Bank

gained 1%.

Israel Corp. rose 0.5%. The
holding company controlled by

Shoul Eisenberg holds a stake in

21m Lines. The shipping compa-

ny said it as in talks with a num-

ber of potential strategic part-

ners. (Bloomberg)

Eurobourses stage

recovery as Dow rallies

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - A firmer

start on Wall Street yesterday re-

versed early losses on European

stock exchanges that were digest-

ing, record highs hit by no fewer

than eight bourses on Monday.

London, Europe’s biggest ex-

change, closed at a record high on

the back of Wall Street, where

the Dow jumped the 6,000-point

hurdle about an hour after its

opening. It failed to sustain gains

above that level, however, and

was $ about six points at 5,986

when the London market dosed.

London rallied after an early

dive when the government said

shareholders would no longer be

able to daim tax credits mi share

buybacks or special dividend

payouts.

The surprise statement initially

wiped almost 30 points off the

FK5E Index. Kit it dosed 4.1

points higher at 4035.6 - its third

consecutive record dose.

In Frankfort, German shares

ended floor trading weaker, be-

fore Wall Street opened, but

post-bourse electronic trading re-

versed most of the losses.

all Tirftwit]1
7
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NEW YORK (Reuter) - Stocks

lost ground yesterday as worries

about corporate earnings and
profit-taking after recent strong

gains once again kept the Dow
Jones industrial average from
closing above 6,000 points.

The Dow ended 13.04 points

lower at 5,966.77 after. an early

rally stalled at 6,01037. In the

broader market, declining issues

led advances 1,361 to 1,014 on

active volume of 434 million

shares on the New York Stock

Exchange.

The technology-studded Nas-

daq Composite Index lost 10.72

points at 1,240.15, one day after

posting its first record close in

four months.

ARAFAT
(Continued from Page 1)

“We have signed agreements

and we must both honor these

agreements and honor their

implementation on the ground.

Negotiations will be the instru-

ment for solving our differences,”

he added.

He suggested that the talks cur-

rently taking place at Erez check-

point be held continuously at

Taba and Bilal until a satisfactory

conclusion is reached.

“The most important tiling is to

hold continuous meetings in a

certain place like Taba or Eilat.

These two groups, Israeli and
Palestinians, must work day and
night imtil they arrive at a certain

conclusion,” he said.

Arafat also invited Weizman to

visit Gaza after the president

said, in answer to a question, that

he would like to go there and see

what it is now like.

Weizman himself shrugged off

suggestions that be was interfer-

ing in politics, saying that the

meeting was aimed at assisting

talks and creating a better atmos-
phere.

He stressed that the meeting
had been coordinated with and
approved by Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu, with

whom he had been in touch
beforehand and who be briefed

immediately afterward.

GOLD
(Continued firom-Page 1)

Foreign Mhristry acting director-

general Eitan Beatsur is convening

special internal consultations

tomarrowon the troubled relations

with Jordan.

Netanyahu yesterday also called

for continued dialogue with the

Arab, wodd despite current differ-

ences of opinion. Speaking to

members ofthe coalition and after-

ward to foe press, Netanyahu said

foe talks mustgo on.

“I Think it important to continue

the dialogue with Arab leaders. To

that purpose, I have been in touch
with President Ezer Wfeazman about
his talks with Yasser Arafat,” be
said. He added that the planned
meeting between Weizman and
Egyptian President Hosm Mubarak

things to serve as bridge of under-
standing to commimieatif! to [die
Egyptians] as I wish also to com-
municate to King Hussein that rtiic

government and the entire people is

committed to peace.”
Liat Collins contributed to this

report
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Israel readies for Russia
Following win over Bulgaria, Israel looks to advance World Cup qualifying hopes

TODAY’S European Group 5

World Cup qualifier between

Israel and Russia will be a very

different one from die big game of

40 years ago. The Israelis are still

the underdogs, but Russia does

; not hold such a huge qualitative

advantage, and considering that

they arrived here only a day

before the encounter and most of

the players are reaching the end of

their domestic league season, the

advantage could be slightly on
Israel's side.

With a win already under their

belts, the hosts are confident that

they can beat die Russians, and if

they want to mount a serious chal-

lenge for a place in the finals in

France in 1998, they must realisti-

cally win all their home matches.

The match could be the most
significant since Israel's two-leg

playoff for a place in the 1992

World Cup finals in Italy.

According to coach Shlomo
Seharf. if Israel manages a win

today and then an away win over

Cyprus in a month's time, there

will be every reason to expect his

side to vie for a spot in the finals.

Seharf concluded his training

camp yesterday and appears to

have mads up his mind about

almost all the positions in the
starting lineup. His main dilemma
lies between placing Ronnie
Rosenthal or Eyal Berkowitz in
the starting lineup. This will prob-
ably only be decided at the last

moment Seharf has apparently
also opted for Rafi Cohen in goal
over Bonnie Ginsburg. Captain
Nir Klinger is also not assured of
a place in the starting lineup and
he may yet have to wait for anoth-
er opportunity before he can regis-

ter his record-equaling 80th
appearance for the national team.

In the game against Bulgaria,

Klinger surrendered the captain's

arm band to Tal Banin and came
on as substitute only in the 77th
minute for Ronnen Harazi. Israel’s

expected starting lineup is: Rafi

Cohen, Felix Halfon, David
Amsalem, Alan Hazan, Air
Sbelah, Gadi Bruraer, Tal Banin,

Haim Revivo, Avi Nimni, Ronnen
Harazi, Ronnie Rosenthal or Eyal

Berkowitz.
Israel's opponents, led by coach

Boris Ignatiev, held a training ses-

sion at the National Stadium in the

evening. It remains to be seen

whether the summer conditions

will prove a factor in the game,
given the fact that the Russians

ORI LEWIS
and DEREK FATTAL

have not time to acclimatize to the

relative heat and humidity, having
come straight from their training

camp outside Moscow.
Although the visitors’ morale is

high in the wake of an easy 4-0

victory on home soil in the open-

ing group against Cyprus, the

Russians are aware that they can-

not afford a setback this evening.
Indeed, it is the Russians - who

have to prove themselves m the

wake of disappointing perfor-

mances at the USA 1994 World
Cup finals, and the failure in this

summer’s European Champion-
ship, which led to Ignatiev's

appointment in place of former
coach Oleg Romantsev.

Ignatiev is more of a tactician

than his predecessor and, if the

performance against Cyprus is

anything to go by, the Russians
can be expected to build up
patiently from the back, then
move the ball to the wings in an

effort to outflank the Israeli mid-
field

On his day, Everton's Andrei
Kanchelskis remains one of the

world's most feared right-wingers,
and clearly has the potential to
create nightmares for his marker
by reaching the dead ball line to
cross the bah into the area towards
Vladimir Beschastnikh (Racing
Santander) and the razor-sharp
Bologna attacker Igor Kolivanov.
Kolivanov has been in top form
recently at club level and remains
the top scorer in Russia's current

squad with 12 goals.

The Russians are fairly strong in

midfield and the spectators are

likely to witness tactical battle on
a par with the last national outing

against Bulgaria.

Valencia’s powerhouse Valeri
Karpin is the main danger, and 20
year-old Vladislav Radimov
(CSKA Moscow) possesses skill

and vision of a level rarely found
in one so young.
The pair is expected to be joined

by Valeri Minko who has fought
his way back onto the internation-

al stage after his career was almost
wrecked by injury in the last

World Cup.
The Achilles heel in the visitor’s

lineup is in defense, were the side

was constantly let down in its

European Championship matches
against Italy, Germany and

Slovakia.

The Russians are most sensitive

to attacks coming from the right

side where Rosenthal is often
effective. On the other hand,
Seharfs men are usually more
potent on the other flank where
Revive can weave his special

blend of magic.
The Israelis may have to throw

more into attack than Seharf usu-
ally deems prudent, but as he
remarked yesterday, “We need to

take risks to succeed."

Finding the correct balance is

imperative, but if the gamble
pays off, Israel will end up three

points clear with a bunch of aces
in hand.
The match will be broadcast live

on Channel i. with a choice of
radio coverage on Army Radio
and Radio 2.

Last night. Bulgaria wons its

first match of the tournament, a 2-

1 victory over hosts Luxembourg.

European qualifying group 5
Team P W D L Pt Pa Pts

Russia 1 1 0 0 4 0 3
Israel 1 1 0 0 2 1 3

Bulgaria 2 1 0 1 3 3 3
Lux*bourg 1 0 0 1 1 2 0
Cyprus 1 0 0 1 0 4 0

ael vs. Russia, 40 years on
FOR those who are old enough to remember,
the encounter between Israel and the Soviet

Union on July 51 1956, is a sporting occasion

they will never forgeL Today, 40 years after

that match, at which an estimated 70,000 peo-

ple were present at the National Stadium in

Ram at Gan. the same venue will host the same
protagonists.

In 1956. Israel was one ofthe weakest sides

to vie for a place in the Olympic soccer tour-

nament which was to take place the same year

in Melbourne. The Soviets went on to win the

gold medal in that tournament.

Today, the Soviets are the Russians and the

Israelis are a side to be feared by even the

strongest of visitors to Ramat Gan. But the

odds still favor the much stronger Russian side

and the chance of them repeating the victory of

40 years ago is still high.

In the match in 1956. Israel lost 2-1 in Ramat
Gan on a sweltering hot day after having been

ORI LEWIS

humiliated 5-0 in Moscow three weeks earlier.

The 2-1 loss, in which Nahum Stelmacb

headed Israel back on level terms in the 66th

minute, after Ilin had put the Soviets ahead six

minutes earlier, was a sensation. The Soviets

clinched the winner through Tatushin in the

79th minute.

At the time, the mighty Soviets were one of

the strongest sides in the world, and had the

finest goalkeeper in the world, the legendary

Lev Yashin.

That loss was not considered a loss, it was
seen as a moral victory for the fledgling state

over the giant superpower. Much like Maccabi
Tel Aviv’s basketball victory over CSKA in'

Virion, Belgium in 1976.

Coming just a few months before the Suez
Campaign, it was such a great occasion, that the

older generation recalls it with great nostalgia.

There was no TV coverage, and Stelmach’s

goal wasn’t even caught on film. There was
only the legendary Nehemia Ben-Avraham's
radio commentary which lives as proof of that

momentous event
Today things will be very different The

legendary 70,000 fans will be compared to no
more than 44,000 today. Yet all will expect an
Israeli win. An honorable loss simply will not
do this time, as Israel has proved that it can
beat the Russians.

The last time Israel met the Soviet Union was
in 1990 in a friendly at Ramat Gan. with the

home side winning 3-2 as Uri Malmillian, Nir

Levin and Tal Banin scored for Israel.

Israel subsequently met theOS twice in los-

ing efforts; in 1990 in Moscow the hosts won
3-0 and in Jerusalem two years later, the visi-

tors clawed out a scoreline of 2-1. In 1993,

Israel and Russia played out a 2-2 draw in

Haifa.

Slovakia to

Jjost. Israel in

HEATHER CHAIT

ISRAEL'S first Davis Cup tennis

clash in the 1997 competition will

be an away tie against Slovakia

After the draw which was made
in London yesterday, Israel was
given a bye in the first round to

be played in February and will

meet the strong Slovak side, a

seeded nation in the Euro/African

Zone Group 1, on April 4-6.

Slovakia's two top players,

Karol Kucera and Jan Kroslak,

are among the world's top 100
players, at 76 and 85 respectively

on the IBM/ATP computer rank-

ings.

Kroslak is a familiar name to

the Israeli crowd after he won last

year's Eisenberg Israel Open.
The advantage has to lie with

Slovakia since its players both

outrank Israel's No. 1 player Eyal

Ran who is at 153.

Israel No. 2 Noam Behr now
occupies the 213 spot, with Nir

Welgreen at 232. Eyal Erlich

(316) lost in three sets in 1995 to

Kucera in Rosmalen.
If Israel wins, it will be promot-

ed to the World Group Qualifying

Round, while a loss will mean
another tough tie in the shape of

either Morocco, Croatia or

Austria at home.

Steelers top Chiefs for 4th straight
KANSAS CITY (AP) - If Neil

O’Donnell got $25 millionAvhat’s

Mike Tomczak worth?

The 33-year-old career backup
who replaced O’Donnell threw for

338 yards Monday night to lead

the Steelers to a 17-7 victory over

the Kansas City Chiefs.

It was Pittsburgh’s fourth

straight win since an opening-day
loss in Jacksonville and the first

loss for the Chiefs in their last 12

regular-season games at

Arrowhead Stadium dating to

December 4, 1994. It was also

their second straight loss after

starting the season with four wins

and left them a game behind

Denver in die AFC West.

So while O'Donnell sits with a

separated right shoulder for the 0-

6 Jets, where he went after leading

the Steelers to the Super Bow! last

year, Tomczak, who was 20-of-30

Monday night excels after H
years in and out of lineups in

Chicago, Green Bay, Cleveland

and now Pittsburgh.

He had lots of help Monday
nigfaL

Jerome Bettis, gained 103 yards

on 27 carries, his fourth straight

100-yard game. It included

Pittsburgh's only touchdown, a 6-

yard run with 2:41 left in the third

quarter.

Charles Johnson caught six

passes for 125 yards and the

Pittsburgh defense limited Kansas

STRETCHING IT - Pittsburgh’s Yancy Thigpen Is airborne as he catches a Ist-down pass from
Mike Tomczak. The Chiefs’ Darren Andersen defends. (Reuter)

City to only one trip inside its 20
- tiie second-quarter drive on
which Marcus Allen’s (5-yard TD
run gave the Chiefs a 7-0 lead.

It was the 107th rushing TD of
Allen's career, putting him one
ahead of Jim Brown and three

behind Walter Payton on the

career list. Allen also passed Tony
Dorset! for second place behind
Payton on the all-purpose yardage
list.

For a long time, it looked like

feat would hold up.

Pittsburgh got inside the Chiefs'

5-yard-line three times in the first

42 minutes and came out with just

six points - field goals of 21 and
32 yards by Norm Johnson. A
third field goal attempt early in

the third quarter was blocked by
Kansas City's Derrick Thomas.
Johnson capped the scoring wife a

43-yard field goal with 1:10 to

play.

The blocked field goal didn’t

give the Chiefs the lift they should
have received.

Starting at their own 14 on their

next possession, the Steelers took

just eight plays to score, the

biggest a 45-yard pass from
Tomczak to Johnson. Tomczak
also had a 12-yard completion to

Andre Hastings that put fee ball at

the 5. One play later, Bettis bulled

in for the score and then Tomczak
hit Mark Bruener for the 2-point

conversion that made it 14-7.
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Braves were 9-4

vs. Cards in

regular season

I

: rp-s

Israel Under-21 wins

Israel's Under-21 squad powered
its way to the top of its European
qualifying group table wife a
hard-fought 1-0 victory against its

Russian counterparts at Herzliya’s

Municipal Stadium last night

The decisive goal came in fee

37th minute from a lofted comer
floated in from the right by Manor
Hassan which was met by a pur-

poseful header by Golan Deri, that

bulleted into the back of the net.

Derek Fattal

European Under-21 Championships

Team P W D L Gf Ga Pts.

Israel 2 2 0 0 3 0 6

Russia 2 10 1 2 2 3
Cyprus 10 0 1 12 0
Bulgaria 1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Lux'bourgO 0 0 0 0 0 0

ATLANTA (AP) - From all indi-

cations, fee Atiama Braves should

have an easy time of it in fee

National League championship

series against the St. Louis

Cardinals.

To a man, however.
“* “

the Braves all agree: • The A
Don’t believe it ship seri

-It’s a different mgjbtwit]

game come playoff Yankees
time," third baseman -Bafthnpn
Chipper Jones said Yankees’

Monday before a (21-8) wa
workout curtailed by BaMmon
a steady rain. son'(13-1

Although both I

'

clubs are coming off

three-game sweeps in the opening

round of the NL playoffs - the

Braves over fee Los Angeles
Dodgers and the Cardinals defeat-

ing the San Diego Padres -

Atlanta is favored because of its 9-

4 edge in the regular season.

The defending World Series

champion Braves have also been

in three of the last four World
Series, have won 14 of their last

17 postseason games and won
seven straight ax home.
In addition, the Braves have

their Big Three of John Smoltz,

Greg Maddux and Tom G lavine

ready and well rested. That trio

gave up rally two earned runs in

the sweep of the Dodgers, holding

the Los Angeles betters to a .140

average.

Other advantages by Atlanta in

the regular season: The Braves
outhit SL Louis .241 to 327, out-

homered them 22-9 and outscored
them 67-47. Atlanta’s pitchers had
a 3.10 ERA, SL Louis was at 4.50.

-It’s all wiped away. It all starts

over on Wednesday," said Braves

Baltimore’s Scott Erick-

son (13-12).

manager Bobby Cox.

The best-of-7 series opens

tonight with the first of two

games in Atlanta before moving

to SL Louis for three games,

beginning on Saturday. If neces-
— — sary, the final two

. The AL Champion-
.
games will be

ship series - began last played in Atlanta,

niebt with theNew York Smoltz, who scat-

hosting the tered four hits in

BaUim^re Orioles. The Atlanta’s 2-1

Yankees’ Andy Pettitte - opening game vic-

dated toJGace tory over Los

i Scott Erick- Angeles, will start

for the Braves in
• ‘ !’••••-

the opener. He
was 24-8 during

the regular season, 1-1 against the

Cardinals. Andy Benes, who was

18-10 during fee season, 1-1

against Atlanta, will start fra
1 SL

Louis.

“I feel good about our chances,

but again, this is a different game
come playoff time,” said Jones,

who bit 340 wife 3 homers and 9

RBIs during fee regular season

against SL Lbuis.

Others who had success against

fee Cardinals this year include

catcher Javy Lopez, who hit 343
wife 4 homers and 1 1 RBIs; first

baseman Fred McGriff. who hit

321 wife 3 homers and a team-

high 12 RBIs, and center fielder

Marquis Grissom, who hit only

.232 but had 6 of his 23 home runs

against SL Louis and drove in 10

runs.

“I didn’t even know," said

Grissom. “I don't keep up wife

stats. I can’t tell you why I had
success against any team. I can’t

explain iL I go out and play hard

every day. Some days I’m good,
and some days I’m not”

Coyotes get first

NHL victory
BOSTON (Reuter) - Mike Gartner posted his 17th career hat trick and
Nikolai Khabibulin turned aside 30 shots as die Phoenix Coyotes
scored four goals in fee first period and defeated the Boston Bruins 5-2

on Monday.
Phoenix, which spent fee past 21 seasons in Winnipeg, won its first

game since the move.
-Nice to get that first win," said Phoenix head coach Don Hay. “We

wanted to come in here and match the Bruins’ work ethic. We knew
. they were one of the hardest working teams in fee NHL and Lthpujghr

we matched it shift for shift.”
. _

Mighty Ducks 6, Canadiens 6
Bobby Dollas scored with 5:51 left in regulation to lift the visiting

Mighty Ducks into a wild tie.

Delias’ goal came after the Ducks allowed three goals in the first 8:17
of the third period to squander a 5-3 lead.

The Dudes had all five shots in overtime.

Anaheim led 5-3 after two periods but Brian Savage’s third goal of
the game made it 5-4, and just 53 seconds later Pierre Turgeon scored
for Montreal to tie the game.

Flyers 3, Devils I

Defenseman Karl Dykhuis and Shjon Podein each scored in a span
of 2:26 in the third period to lead host Philadelphia to its first win of fee
season.

The Devils took a 1-0 lead into the final period before Rod
Brind'Amour took a centering pass from Joel Otto and wristed the puck
into an open left side of the net for a short-handed goal just 68 seconds
into the session.

MONDAY’S NHL RESULTS: Phoenix S, Boston 2; Montreal 6, Anaheim
6 (OT); Philadelphia 3, New Jersey 1.

Fallon summoned by England
LONDON (Reuter) - Winger yesterday as injuries forced

Jim Fallon has earned the distinc- England to invite more than 50
tion of being fee first former players to a training session ahead
rugby league player to be includ- of their pre-Christmas internal]on

-

ed in England’s senior rugby ais against Italy, fee New Zealand
union squad. Barbarians and Argentina.

Fallon won four England A Wales' Scott Gibbs became the
caps in 1992 before switching first British player to win an
codes to join Leeds, but is now international union cap since
back in the 15-a-side game with returning from league when he
Richmond. was selected against Italy in
He was called up at short notice Rome last weekend.

Joseph Hoffman
, Sports Editor
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PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AB rates

. Include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS

• 11.70
.* FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS

175.50 10 words (minimum), each adtfl-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
. DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 wortta

- (minimum),each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00

for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 35.10
. - FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS

. 444.60 tor 10 words (minimum), each ao-

ditionaJ word - NIS 44.46.

, • MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
• for 10 words (minimum), each additional

r '. word - NIS 7020.
,
word - NIS 7020.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

. DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day

4 p.m. on Thursday.
• Tal Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
' noon, 2 days before publication: for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday m Tel Aviv
V and 12 noon Th

.DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ,
Short and

long term rentals. Bed and breakfast,

P.tt Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL
02-611745, Fax: 02-561-6541,

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOUDAY RENTALS
ipartment
Holidays.
3. Imme-

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT
in Tal Aviv or Jerusalem, for

Best locations, air-conditkmir

diate. Tel. 972-3-966-2070. 9
8915.

RENTALS
GERMAN COLONY, SUPERB 9 room
home, prestigious location. Exclusive to

CORRfNNE DAVAR, TeL 02-6733385.

SALES
SHA'AREl HESED, ONE story + many

RAMAT ESHKOL, 4 bedrooms, 120
sq m.. 5th floor, elevator, bright. TeL 02-

5816847.

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN ai the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family roams, priv.

bathroom, T.V/TeL quality furnished. TeL

02-252-757. Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOUDAY RENTALS
~~

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES.
Gan Hair, near sea. tourists I business-

men. short/long term. Tel. 03-886-9092.
050-358972.SHA'AREl HESED, ONE story + many —

T(£
l®7,i& Acr0SSfr0mXneaSet HOUSEHOLD HELP

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central, 20
sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. PISRABUILD“ Tel

02-5666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

now bufldira. parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABUILD- Tw 02-666-6571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age, parking. $495,000. ISRABUILD. TeL

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON. 5, nth floor, view of Knesset stof-

^Tpaddno. S495.000. ISRABUILD, TeL

KIRYAT YOVEL, 2- FAMILY, wonder-

ful 6, for large family -*• separateuni, Dgra.

1eL 02-641-7350.

AU PAIR FOR childcare and house-
keeping. Sleep-in. Good salary. 'Tel.

RENTALS
SAV10I4, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious

* pool, suitable for diplomat, exclusive

to DE BUTON REALTORS. Tel. 03-
5343356.

RAMAT AVIV GJKMEL. 4 elegant quiet

air conditioned, underground parking.

S1300. YAEL REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel.

03-642-6253.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES

RA'ANANA VICINITY, BILU, 5 + sun
balcony + storeroom, small building,
creative. Tel. 09-7712006 (NS).

CAESAREA, PUBLIC SALE, new villa

550/1200, high standard building. Price
starting Iron 51.100.000. "Caesarea Real
Estates Yvette" TeL 06-360999.

HERZUYA PtTUAH, VILLA, must seit!

Attractive price. $640,000. ILTAM
REAL ESTATE. Tef. 09-569-611-

HERZUYA PtTUAH, VILLA- Must sell?

Attractive price. $640,000. ILTAM REAL
ESTATE, TeL 09-589611.

STUDIO APARTMENT IN Carmel Ho-
tel. Netanya. furnished. Tabu. Tel. 04-
983-3601

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

PHONE RENTAL
CELLULAR PHONE RENTAL - Rent free.

Only pay insurance, 1 NIS/per day +
unhs. Tel. 03-688-68B8. fax 03-688-
6888.

General

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR, LIVE -IN, lor twin babies, in

Ha'anane. experience, references. Sun-
Fridays. Tal. 09-771-7234, 050-369369
(8:06-11.-00. after 21:00).

WANTED FOR WOMAN - Filipino or
other for tor housework, five-in (work per-
mit available). Tel. 050-341766.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST!! We are the best!!

The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.

For the highest qualify llve-in jobs
phone Au PM** international. 03-
6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
htendfiesl families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Can
H*na Tel. 03-9659937.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au - pair, five-in, central Tef Aviv, S750 +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. TeL 03-
6201195, 052-432002.

HIGH SALARY, GOOD conditions tor
au-palr, nice, responsible, permanent
work Tef. 03-5234Q86.

OFFICE STAFF
SECRETARY, ENGLISH MOTHER
longue * typing in Hebrew, full time, 5
days a week Tef. 03-5100894.

SECRETARY FOR ACCOUNTANT,
English mother longue + Hebrew, experi-
ence in Word. Tel. 03-5100068.

WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
seeks an English mother tongue typist
with word processing sk»s. Knowledge ol
Hebrew an advantage. Sunday to Thurs-
day. 8:00-16:30. Tal. 03-6859580.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AU PAIR. TRAVEL.LIVE in / out. 2
children, energetic, references, imme-
diate- TeL 09-771-0463, 052-601-536.

VEHICLES
General

. RENTALS
HERZUYA PITUAH, NANNY, 30. girls AUTORENT RENT-A-CAR: FOR unbeat-

lfve-n term) prices, call us
Hebrew speaking. TeL 09-566-870.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

TEACHERS

fire* ^ ,|n» put V«U Ui
jfSt TeL 03-68^6888. to Q3-6BM688

VEHICLES
.Jerusalem

PASSPORT
EXPERIENCED VIOLIN TEACHER JETTA 1.8, 1992, au-

n5Kinina^i
,n wiu travel. Tel. '£• ai.c Powe r steering, excellent

02-6510289 (eves.).
240977°' TeV Fa*: 02 -6523735. TeL 050-

Large Company Importing Building Materials
in Haifa Area

seeks

Import’s Dept.
Qualifications:

• English mother-tongue.
* Knowledge of word-processing.

handWrt,in9
' incl^W^g previous

P.O.B. 308, Nesher 36602 and indicate - (or Position No . 30
Discretion guaranteed -

-fe- Si

fp
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
classical
MUSIC

AMichael
Ajzenstadt

IT seems like the
Consort of Music
must visit us each
and every year and
local music lovers
we lucky that this is

the case. Because
this superb vocal
ensemble, led by
luteni st Anthony
Rooley, is one of
the finest ensem-
bles around for
vocal music of the
baroque and the
periods immediate-
ly following it. This
time the Consort of
Music, with Emma
Kirkby, Evelyn Th#» n
Tubb and their

onsort of Music baroque singers return to these shores,
friends, performs a

v00,I?sitions bV Monteverdi.
Tonight m Haifa, Saturday at the Jemc.-*!*™

Sl

S?y “ *= Tel Performing
of 11,0 GreJ

The Israel Camera ta Orchestra Ram at
nCW d^'torship of

MenahemNebenhaus, opens its season under the
rnusw director s baton with Mozart's 29th sym-phony and works by Prokofiev and Bridge. GabiUpland joins to play Haydn’s C major cdlo con-
certo. The season opens Saturday at Tzavta in Tel
Aviv (11 aum.) and Sunday in Yad Labanim at
Ramat Hasharon (8:30).
You can still hear the Israel

Beersheba in its season

erful Israeli choreographer’s account of the
memories of the Holocaust — a most beguiling
opus danced to perfection by the members of the
company.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

Sinfonietta

... ,
opener, performing,

trader the baton of music director Uri Mayer,
Bruckner s Second Mass and Pergolesi’s Stabat
Mater.
The soloists are soprano Larisa Tatuev and

roezzo Susanna Poretsky and the chorus comes
from Sweden. Tomorrow at the Henry Crown
Symphony Hall in Jerusalem and Saturday at the
Tel Aviv Museum. 8.30.

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Kibbutz Contemoorary Dance Company
performs tonight (8:30) in Yokne’am, Rami
Be’er’s tantalizing opus Aide Memoire, the pow-

1/2 FLIRTING WITH DISASTER - Mel
(Ben Stiller), the control-freak hero of David O.
Russell's wickedly funny film, has a very literal

identity crisis when he and his wife (Patricia

Arquette) give birth to their first child.

Adopted as a baby by a highly-strung Jewish
couple (Mary Tyler Moore and George Segal),

Mel is suddenly eager to find his biological par-
ents, so he sets out on a road trip to find them.
Russell’s movie ingeniously uses the -methods of
classic screwball comedy to take aim against a

contemporary target: Popular Oprah-styled psy-
chobabble about identity, roots, and healing.

Meanwhile, die physical bedlam that surrounds

the characters keeps flying, cream-pie-style,

splat in the face of such touchy-feely rhetoric.

The broad humiliations (m2ny of them sexual)

to which the writer/director subjects all his peo-

ple don’t do much to help diem ‘’heal” or “con-

nect,” so much as remind them what fallible

klutzes they really are.

Also with Lily Tomlin and Alan Alda. (English

dialogue. Hebrew subtides. Parental guidance

strongly advised.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Six-footer, a vulgar man,
captured by US
intelligence (6)

4 1 scar Tim horribly with
this sword 18)

10 Brick carried by paramedic
<9/

11 Girl’s clothing (and boy’s)

i5)

12 Go a different way, having
a quantity of work in

night-club (7)

13 Sailing ship had this

radar? My mistake! 14-3)

14 For example, hearing
intelligent comment (5)

15 Music for service unsatis-

factory—cancel it (8)

18 March can extremely
exhaust disciplinarian f8)

20 Bedspread made of the
Fhenat check (5)

23 Live in, wearing official

dress? (7)

25 Make a count? f7)

26 Boat seen only in America?
No, everywhere (5)

27 What Jack gets up to in

S
antomime! (9)

>ne who’s very precise
inserts line into poster (8)

29 Affair is dull to monarch (6)

DOWN
1 Counter she’d curiously

put into barrel (4,4)

2 Two vehicleshem in a third

one (7)

3 Discourage chap getting

cleaner (9)

5 Being blamed for sick

canary retching (8,3,3)

6 Officer is of great

importance (5)

7 Work hard, but get behind,

in a state (7)

8 Again begin summary (6)

9 Top of the BlQ? (5,9)

16 One’s in one Asian republic

or another (9)

17 One barely makes it to the

pitch (S)

19 A sea-song heard from

Ghanaian (7)

21 Flying bomb over Britain

soldier found thrilling (7)

22 These fish are heavenly (6)

24 Interrupt playtime (5)

SOLUTIONS

aanfflc eaasssaH
a a a a ta a

aaaaaE onasiuciiia'onasasaci
aarna sauna snoaHsnaaaE
'snnnananaisnn
a s a m a a s 's

naaaEnaaaasaaasaaana
Bssa assaa nan

a

anaQSQS
ssaHaana sasnss
a a a a m s
gfflQQHQBB saasaai

Yesterday'* Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Saw, 4 Weigh, 8
Fresh.STreQls.lflBefarM.il Stye,

12 Put, 14 Pie*. US Aide. 18 Leu, 21

Hire, 23 Leakage, 23 Bereane. 28
Ideal. 27 Bekrar, 28 System.

DOWN; 1 Batons. 2 Needful, 3
Ethereal, 4 Wee* 5 Inlet, 6 Hasten,

7 Steep, IS Sagacity. 18 Dialect. 17

Cherub, 19 Alien, 20 Bedlam. 22
Rival. 24 Know.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Ball game (6 )

4 Captured (61

7 At hand (9)

9 Small country (4)

10 36 indies (4)

11 Scorches 1 5)

13 Suggested (6)

14Steam baths iG)

15 Men’s hairdresser
(6 )

17 Roman emperor
C6)

.

19 French artist ml
20 No person «4)

22 European range

U>
23 Perfidy -.9)

,
24 Sharp pang ‘ o *

25 Swaying gain 6 '

DOWN
1 Cosmericpowder (6)

2 Star (4)

3 Went by sea (6>

4 Seats (6)

5 Repulsive (4)

6 Stalled
handicrafts (6i

7 Repugnant (9)

S Very seriously 1 9)

11 Saiched>5>
12 Long, heroic tales

(5)

15 Frilled cap* 6'

16 Partial refund 16 )

17 Kidney-shaped
nut (6)

18 Save (6)

21 Ireland (4)

22 Parched 14)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

&31 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

&00 Evolutionary Trends 8:30 On
SecondThought 9:00 Society 9:05 It's

Not Me 9:30 Candy Can Do it 9:45
Programs for young children 9:50
Democracy 10:15 A Century of
Zionism 11:15 Geography 11:25 The
Bases of Geography 11:40 Judaism
12:05 Music 12:35 Science and
Technology 13:00 The Onedin Line
14:00 Surprise Train 14£5 Kitty Cat
and Tommy 14:45 Gaya, Gal and Gift
15.-00 Animals

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zhp to 1 15:32 video Force
1550 The Adventures of Dodo 16:00
Yaldudas 16:30 The Genie from
Down Under 16&9 A New Evening
17:34 News in English 17:50 Soccer
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:40 News 1850 Soccer
HEBREW PROGRAMS
20:00 News 2ft45 Conference Can
21:20 The Sculptress - new 4-part
suspense series 22:10 No Man’s
Land - Ram Evran takes a second
look at metfa reports 2255 Soccer
23:30 News 00:00 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL

2

13:00 Top Cat 13:30 Hz and Mrtz
14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Street Wise -
drama series 15.-00 Beethoven - ani-
mated series 15:30 Dave's World
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful
17:00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 17:30 SporTV - sport maga-
zine for youth 18.-00 Senora 19:00
The Crew 19b2S Working Girl 20:00
News 2030 Wheel of Fortune 21:30
Fatal Money 22:32 Shattered (1991)-
on waking up in hospital after a traffic

accident, a man discovers that he has
no memory. Although his wife heps
with photographs, he has a niggling

suspicion that something is not as it

WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS 28.08 per finey
inchitBng VAT. Insertion every
day off the month costs
N15520.65 per One, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Touts of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26, 28. For info, call

B82819.HADASSAH. Visit the
Hadassah installations, Chagall
Windows. Tel. 02-416333, 02-
776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Roland-Rosenberg Collection

24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings-and Objects. Prints -new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART; Summer
Exhtoition for Children: Celebration
of Colour games and workshop. I Am
You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 am-6
pjn. Tue. 10 sum.-10 pjn. Fri. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 10 3 p.m. Meyerhoff
Art Education Center, Tel-

69191 55-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Ctal Pharm, 22 Karriel

Nesharim. 651-0485; Balsam. Saiah e-
Din, 627-2315; Shuafat. Shuafat Road.
561-0108; DarAldawa, Henxfs Gate, 628-

2058.
Tel Avhn Pharma Daf Jabotinaky. 125 ton

Gviral, 546-2040; Kupat Hofim Maccabi. 7
HaShfca. 548-5558. Jffl 3 am Thursday:
Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gviral,

546-2040. TTH midnight: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730;
London WBrristore Superpharm, 4 Shari
Hametech, 696-0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Mercaz Ra’anana,
120 Ahuza. Ra'anana, 903798.
Nstanye: Arieta. 2 Salomon, 617836.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat ModTm.
idryat Motzldn. 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Hanassi, 33 Hanassi. 833-3312.
Hatz&ya: Cial Pham, Beit Mertaoim. 8
Maskit (cnr. Sderat Hagafim), Herzfiya
Pftuafi. 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hair
MaS, 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 pm.
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem (Inter-

nal, obstetrics, ENT); Hadassah ML
Scopus (surgery, orthopedics); Bflcur

Hofim (pediatrics); Shaare Zedsk (ophthat-

TW Avhn Tel Aviv MecScal Center Dana
Pedatric Hospfcal (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medea! Center (sugety).
Netanya: Lantedo.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

ri most parts of the country. In

Ashdocr B551333 War Sava* 902822
Ashkekm 6S51332 Nahariys- M12333
BoarehBba- SZ74767 Nfltanw- 604444
BaB Shemesh 6823133 PWahTtonrJBlllll
Dan Region- 5793333 RdVJvoT 945T333
BWW444
KaSa* 8512233 Salad 920333
jausafam* 5Z3133 TeJAwy* 5480111

I

KafirtoT 9985444 Tfceriaar 79SM4*
! Mabfla Intensive Cere Unit (SHCU) sentot Inthe
' area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in EngKah)

177-022-9110 _ „ „ _
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospaal 04-852-9205. 24 hours

a day. tor information In case of poisoning.

Ban - Emotional First Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 548-1111

(childrenTyouth 696-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beeisheba 649-4333, Netanya

825110. KarmleJ 98841770, Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadera 346789.
Wto hoffines tor battered women 02-

B51-4HI. 03-546-1133 (also hi Russian),

07-837-6310. 08-855-0505 (also in

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Aviv

523-4819. 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem

625-5558, Haifa 8534)533. Eilat 633-

1977.
Hadassah Medical Organtzatton - Israel

CarKsr Association support service 02-

624-7675)-

should be. Starring Tom Berenger,

Greta Sc®»hi. (106 mins.) 00:00
News 00:05 Shattered 00:28

Continental Divide (1981) -
Lighthearted comedy about a hard-
nosed Chicago newspaper cokrmnist

wto 's serf to the RocMes to Interview

an omithotoglsL Starring John
Belushi and Blair Brawn. (ICQ mins.)

2:10 Gillette World Sports Special

2^17 Bukharan Bread - documentary
about the loUdare and traefitions of

Israel's Bukharan community 3:11 On
the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

15:05 Iris the Happy Professor 15:20

The Flintstones 15:45 The
Adventurers 16:10 Kelly 16:30 Earth

Revealed 17:00 French Programs
19:00 Le Journal 19:30 News
HeadBnes l9-_35 The Four Seasons
20:00 Superstars of Action 20:30
Chancer (drama) 21rfD Hunter (pofce
drama) 22dX) News to Engfish 22:25
The Bold and the Beautiful 23:15 Hart
to Hart

RADDLE EASTTV

7:00 Quantum Shopping 7:00 TV
Shop 14:00 The 700 Cflto 15:00 Larry

King 1&00 The A-Team 1&55 Family
Challer^e 17:45 Family Matters
18:10 Saved by the Beff 18^5 Day
and Date 1930 World News Tonight
20:00 Coach 20:25 Eventog Shade
20:50 Bob Newhart 21:15 Perry
Mason: The Lady to the Lake 23:00
CNN 0000 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum
Shopping 3a00 TV Snop

CABLE
riV3(33)

16KI0 Cartoons 16&0 Things Which
Can’t Be Sold - Arabic love
17:15 Discussion in Arabic 18d
Amores 19rtX) News to Arabic 1^30
Documentary in Russian -Tevye and
his Seven Daughters, Part 2 2fr00
News 20:45 Nc^tatgia - Larry Adfer
21:40 Ice Skating 22:30 Pet Shop
23:45 Choreographer Ya'acov Kiuski

ETV2 (23)

15^0 Wonder Years 16^)0 A Century
of Ziorasm - with Russian stkiffites

17:00 Homeland 17:20 The Face of

Israel - From Kfar Tavor to Karmiej
17:35 World of Wonder 13:00
Welcome to France 18:30 Family
Rdations 19:00 Evolutionary Trends
1930 Point of View 2030 A New
Everting, with Russian subtitles 20:30
Basic Artoic 2000 Star Trek - The
Next Generation 21:45 Pop Songs
22M Zombit Business 22:30 Arme-
Sophie Mutter, viofirtist 23:30 The
Jews of I'torth Africa to the era of colo-

naSsm

FAMU.Y CHANNEL (3)

8.-00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00One Lite to Live

(rpn 9rt5 TheYoung and the Restless
(rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives (rpt)

11:20 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 130 14.-05 Robin's
Hoods 14:55 Sisters t5:50 Days Of
Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Dafias 18£0 One Life to Live 18:45
The Young and the Restless 19:30
Local broadcast 20:00 Peria Negra
2050- Melrose . Place ' 2T?H)~The
Monroes - new^ series 22:30 Silk

StaMigs 23-30 The Larry Sanders
Show 23:45 Melrose Place 0030
Models Inc. 130 The Fortune Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 A HoSday to Remember (1995)
(rpt) 13:05 Smash-Up (1947) (rpt)

14&5 Inside Moves (1980) (rpt)

JERUSAL8W
CINEMATHEQUE The Brothers
Lfonhaart 430 PrisciBa &30 * Rafe
830 * The ItaBans Are Coming 930&& GIL Jerusalem MaS (Malha) n
788448 IWtotarBSL Ctara 4:45,7:15,
9:45 A Time to KH 430,7:15.10*
TWO BHs 4:45, 7:15, 9>J5 The Eighth

4:45, 7:15, 9^5 Ummroowor ti

7:15, 9-45 * The Nutty Professor
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Heaven’s Prisoners
430, 7:15. 10 LEV SMADAR
Trainspotting 10 * Cold Comfort Farm
6 * Mon. Homme B » Antonia's Line
5, 7:15 9:45 * Spy KarcWFlIrtlng with
DhastortKfebte Guy 5. 730. $50 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 * Beautiful
Girts 730, 9:45 * James and the Giant
Peach 11 am, 5 * It Takes
Hard •Swan Princess (Hebrew
The Hunchback of Notts Dame 11 am.,
MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL
IWteterGThe Nutty Professor 4:45. 7:15,
9vi5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE Un Ete A La
Goufetfe 5. 7:45. MS * Good Morning
Babylonia 7 * Loves Me, Loves Me Not
930 MANDARIN COLONY Things to
Do In DenverMndapendence Day 5.

730.10:15 DRIVE IN Eraser 10* Sex
FSm 12 midNgH GAN HA’fR v
5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol SL The Most
Desired Man 5, 730 * Priscffla 230.
9:45 GAT *696788 FUrUna With
Disaster 5.730,9:45 GORDON Eat.
Drfrifc, Man, Woman weekdays 530,
7^45,10 G.G. HOD 1-4 « 5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 Dizengoff St
ProfessortThe Elgth DayflK
730, 10 * To Die Fdr 5. 730. 10

1

A Time to KH 11801^,1:45,435,7:30,
10:10 * Trainspotting 1:15, 5:15, 7»45,
10* LeAfflnitaSelmie 11 a_rra, 1. 5. 8,

10 * Cold Comfort Farm 11, 3. 7:45 *
Antonia's Line 11:15 am, 3:15 * Mon.
Homme 1 . 3. 5, 10 G.G. PEER
TWfsaerGThe Bgth DayGBL Clara 5.

730.10. * ATbneto Kffl 430,^15,
10 * Baba (Hebrewdabal 11am..*
TWO Bits 5, 730. 10 RAV4DHQ4
* 5282288 Dizengoff Canfer Cable Guy
1130 am, 230, 5/730, 950 * Spy Hard
5, 730, 9:45 * (ndwandence Day 1130
am. 230.4:15, 77*45 * Swan Princess
(Hebrew cSaiog) 11 am. * The Rock
1130 am. 2. 4i40, 730. 935 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngMsh da-
log} • RTbtesTWoWMuppetS briand 5.

730, 950 GOWELET 1-3 *
5177952 2 Yona Hanavi SL Crytog
ReemaWEraaerFIWo Bits 730, 10
G.G.TELAVIV *5281181 KPinster St
TWfsterWiutty Professor 5,730,10 *
Mission ImposaJMe 5, 730, 10 TEL
AVIVMU^UM Fttrt 10 * Nelly and
Me.

A

maud 5,8

(XNEMA CAFE AMAMI * 832S755
Cold Comfort Farm 9:15 *
Trainspotting 7:15, 9:15 * Antonia's

Lha 7:15 ATZMON TWisterWNutty

Professor 430.7.930*TheMcMuaen
Brothers • PrtscMa 430, 7, 930 *
Mission Impossibte 430, 7. 930
GLOBECITY The Efehm Day 4:45.

7:15, 9:45* A Time toKM 430,7:15.10

8843654 Trainspotting 730. 930
ORLY* 8381808 FBrflng With Disaster

7, 930 PANORAMA A Time to KBI

630. 930; weekdays 430, 6:45, 930 *
LmmouwarB 42x. 7. 930 * two Bits

43a 7, 930 * Babe (Hebrew
BTw&arMSwan Princess 4307.!
Jr induirrirlrnrn Day 4, 650, 9:40

RAVfflOR 1-7 w 8416896 Cable Guv
4:45, 7. 930 * FBrting DisasterJ,7M
* independence Dey 4, 6:45, 9:45

pyHMtf 5. 7:15. 930 * BeeuOWGkte

7, 930 * Phenomenon 430. 7,

M0 RAYOR 1-3 * 8246553 Spy

16:45 For TheirOwn Good (1992) - a
factory worker leads a light aoainst
the employers’ decision thaianv
woman who wants to continue work-
ing has to be sterifeecL With Hzabeth
Perkins 1025 Thompson's Last Run

... . Munn^ McGilfc- Directed
by Arthur Hffler. (109 mtos.) 22:00

0 " a sharp indictment
of tire FBITS struggle against the Black
Panthers m the Sixties. (114 mins.)
00:00 Bfind Justice {1994»
Seoral Desire (rpt) 2:55 IrofTMaze
(1991) £rp4)

CHILDREN (6)

630 Cartoons Jin Jin and the
VR Troopers 1 (hOO

Little University - America 10:30
Hangin’ With Mr. Cooper 10^5 Sared
by.tt^BeU 11:30 Max Gfickl^O
CnkpiRRas 13:00 Surprise Garden
13tSO Dracula Mon Seigneur 14rt)5
Btinky Bill 14:35 Simba^ Lion Kino
15:00 VR Troopers 15^5 Little
University - inventors 15:55 Wekxxne
Freshmen 16:25 Saved by the BeU
17dM Lucifer 1730 Chiqiiaas 18:15
Popcornia 18:40 M^oe-BeCeve Oosd:
19rt» The Legend of the North Wind
19:30 Three's Company 20:00
Married with Children 20:25
Rosearme 21:06 Step by Step 21:30
Look Who’s Tafldng

SECOND SHOWING (6)

Z2S00 Law of Desire {Spanish, 1987)
- a gay movie cfiractor who wants to
five a passionate Gfe decides to mur-
der his former lover. With Eusebio
Ponceia, Carmen Maura and Antonio
Banderas. Directed by Pedro
Afrnoddvar. (97 mins.) 23:40 Black
Robe (1991) - a young Jesuit jour-
neys through the frozen prairie as he
tries to bring Christianity to the Incfians
of 17th-century North America. With
Lothaire Bluteau and Aden Young.
(94 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

&00 Open University 12:00 National
Geographic Explorer (rpt) 13:00 Great
Books: Alice to Wonderland (rpt)

14:00 Open University 16:00 National
Geographic Explorer (rpt) 17:00 Great
Books: Alice in Wonderland (rot)

18:00 Open University 200)0 WBd
South 21:00 Cousteau 22:05 Tantra
of Gyuto: Buddhism to Tfoet 23:00
Wild South (rpt) 00:00 Open
Univesity

SUPER CHANNH.

6.-00 The Ticket 630 NBC News 7K»
Today 1(fc00 European Money Wheei
14:30 Wall Street Morning Report
16:00 MSNBC - The Site 17:00
National Geographic 18:00 The Wine

18:30 The Ticket 19:00 The
Scot! Show 20:00 Dateline

21:00 PGA Golf 22:00 The Tonight

Show with Jay Leno 23rt)0 Late Noht
with Conan O'Brien 00:00 Later with

Greg Kinnear 00:30 NBC News 1:00
TheTonight Show with Jay Leno 2d)0
MSNBC— totentight

STAR PLUS

6KX) Mr. Belvedere 6:30 Graham
KerTs Kitchen 7:00 E TV 730 The
Flying Doctors 8:30 Santa Barbara
930^The Bold and the Beautiful 10:00
Oprah Winfrey 11:00 Remington
Steefe 1230 Graham Kerris Kitchen
1230.E! TV. 1330 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 13:30 Blade Beauty
14:00 Lost to Space 1530 Home and
Away 1530 Charles in Charge 1630
M*A*S*H 1630 Golden Girts 17:00

Empty Nest 17:30 Baywatch Nights
1830 The Bold and the Beautiful

19:00 Santa Barbara 20:00 Third
Rock from the Sun 20:30 The

CINEMA
Hard 5. 7:15, 930 * IPhenomenon
4:45 7, 930
AFULA
RAV CHEN *6424047
TWistarGPhenomenon 7, 930 * Spy
Hard 930* Cable Guy 7* James and
the Giant Peach weekdays 11 am
ARAD
STAR The Cable Guy 730, 10 *
Striptease 7:15, 9:45 * it Takes
TwoGSwan Princess 1130 am., 5 *
Princess Swan 1130 am, 5 * TVro Bit

730, 10
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL v 8647202 IA Tana to K

O

430. 7:15, 10 * Cable GuyGSpy
Hardest. Clara 5. 730, 10 *
Independence Day 430, 7:15. 10
GLGL ORf 1-3= 711223 7Wister*Nutty
Professor 5,730, 10* Flipper 11 am,
130 * Phenocnenon 5,730,10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL v 729977 TtoteSOWNiitty
ProfessoreSt Ctara 5. 730. 10 *
Tra/nspoftfng 5, 730, 10 Hr Babe
(Hebrew cSatog) 11 am, 130 * A Time
to KB 430. 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN «
711223 SEW HanWCable Guy 5, 730,
930 * Phenomenon 730, 930 *
Independence Day 4:10, 7, 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame/Hebrew rib-

5, 730. 9v!5* It Takes foo 5 BAT
Y&i
RAV CHEN Hard 5,730,930*

4, 7. 930 * Twister
l, 9:45 * Cable Guy 5.730,9*5*

Phenomenon 5, 7:15. 9:45 * Nutty
Professor 5, 730. 8:45 G.G. GIL
TWfsterfeSL danflThe Nutty Professor
5, 730, 10 * A Time to KB 430, 7:15,

10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 » 235278 Spy
Hard 5, 730, 9:45 * Independence Day
4,7.930 * Cable Guy 5. 730. 9*5 *
Phenon non 5, 7:15, 9:45
HADERA
LEV Twister 5,730,10 * James and
the Giant Peach 5* Cable Guy 73a
10 * Princess Swan 5. 10:10 Nutty
Professor 5, 730, 10* independence

73a

ThingsCOLONY
Denver*!

To Do in

ay 5.730,10
DATAEL HOTEL The Bdhth Day 5.

730, 10 STAR* 589068TWfstar 730,
10 * AThnetoKB 7:15, 10* The Nutty
Professor 7-A5 , 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA KARMEL 04-9882521
Cable Guy 7. 930 * Spy Hard 7.930
* Independence Day 7, 5k45 * James
and the Giant Peach 5, 73a 10 *
Independence Day 430, 7:15, 10 * A
Time to KB 430, 7:15, 10 * SL
CferaBSpyHardBCabieGuy 5.730. ID

KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Nutty
Protessorlndapendence DayWSt
CiaraBTVrister 4:45, 7, 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre DamelHebraw dia-

lba) 4:45 * The Rock 7.930*Anme
toKm 7. 930* Babe (Hebrew datogf
4:45 * It Takes TWO 4:45 * Sean
Princess ^Hebrew tfafog) ; 4:45

MATNAS The Rock 830
KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G.GIL n 6905080 TuvteterBSpy Hard
430.7.930* A Time to KUI 7:15.10*
BabysittMS 5
LOO
STAR faidependence Day 7:15, 10 *
The Himchbacfc of Notre Dame (Hebrew

diafog

1

11 anu 5 * The Cable Guy

IirHOCHAL HATARBUT The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-

5* Spy Hard 7,9:15

Extraonfinary 21:30 Picket Fences
22.-30 E! TV 23M0 Oprah Winfrey

00:00 Hooperman 00:30 Home and

Away 1.-00 The Sullivans 1:30 The
Flying Doctors

CHANNEL

5

6:30 Bodes in Motion 730 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 1630
Handball 18:00 Gymnastfes 19:30
Beach Volleyball 2030 NBA
Basketball 2030 World Cup 1998
Heats: England vs Poiand- five 23:30

Kfck Boxing 00:00 Boxing

EUROSPORT

830 Triathlon: World Cup, Brazil (rpt)

930 Sports Magazine 1030 Cycling:

World Championships, Switzerland -

women against the dock - Eve 12:00
Soccer World Cup heals (rpt) 1330
Cycling: World Championships.
Switzerland - women against the

dock (rpt) 13:30 Cycling: World
Championships. Switzerland - men

: the dock - Eve 16:00 Tennis:

Austria - five 1930 Motor
1 2030 Soccer World

Cup heats - highlights 20:45 Soccer
Fiance-Turkey friendly - Eve 22:45
Soccer Worid Cup heats - hi
00:00 Formula 1 M
Show Jumping: World

PRME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket Worid Cup, Austrafia vs
India 11:00 Golf: DunhOJ Cup 1200
Soccer from Spain 1230 International

Sports Magazne 1330 international

Motor Sports Magazine 14:30
Windsurfing 1530 NBA Fantasies
1530 Classic Soccer Games 17:30
Golf; Dunhfll Cup 1&30 Asia Sports
Show 19:00 Golf: European Tour
2030 Water Sports Magazine 2130
NBA Fantasies 21:30 Motorcycle
Racing: Worid Cup, Spain 2330 Polo
00:00 Golf: Dun hill Cup 1:00
International Motor Sports Magazine -

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 935 Horizon (rpt)

1030 Tomorrow's Worid (rpt) 1130
Film *96 14:15 Panorama (rpt) 15:15
Worid Business Report 15:30 Asia-
Pacific Newshour 16:30 Floyd’s
American Pie 1735 Timewatch (rot)

18:30 The Travel Show (rpt) 1930
Worid Report 21:05 International

Report 22:30 The Fat Man to France
- cooking 23:00 Worid Business
Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Conceit 9:05
Mendelssohn: Octet in E flat op 20;
Schumann: Quintet to E flat tor piano
and strings op 44; Max Bruch: vrofin

concerto no 1; Vaughan Wfifiams:

Symphony no 5; Bernstein: Serenade
tor violto, string orch, harp and per-
cussion; Brttten:A Simple Symphony
12:00 Light Classical - orchestral

works by Bach, Mozart, Mendelssohn,
Dvorak, Prokofiev, Bizet, Chabrier
1330 Rene Jacobs, countertenor -
duets and cantatas by Carissimi
14:06 Encores and Keys 16:00
Brahms: String quartet no 3 in B flat

op 67 (Budapest Qt); Massenet
excerpts from H6rodiade

;
Borodin:

Symphony no 2 18:00 Borodin:
Quartet no 2 in D (Anton Qt); Satot-

Saens: Sonata no 1 to D minor for vio-

lto
'* and piano op 75; D’lndy:

Symphony on French Mountain Air;

Franck: Symphony in D minor 2035
Puccini: Tosca; Dvorak: Symphony no
7; Schumann: Manfred overture
(bond. Ceccato); Britten: Prelude and
Fugue for 18 strings (cond.
MaKsymiuk) 23:00 Golden
Generation - Lily Pons, soprano, In

G.G GIL Trainspotting 430, 7. 930 *
Independence Day 430, 7:15, 10 *

TMristerfeCable GuyfeThe Nutty
PratessorGSpy Hard 430, 7, 30 * A
Time to KOI 430, 7:15. 10
NESS21DNA
G.G. GIL 1-4 or 404729 IWbferGThB
Nutty Professor 5,730, 10* The
Day 5, 730, 10 * A Time to KM
7:15. ID
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 TVrisfeffeSL

CtaraGThe Nutty Professor 5. 730, 10 *
A Time to Kttl 430. 7:15. 10 *

5, 73a 10 RAVCHBti
11 Bjn, 5, 7:30, 9:45 *

)menon 7:15, 9:45 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 * Cable
Guy 5, 73a 9^5* James and the Sait
Peach 5 * The Hunchback of Notre
D»ne(HabrBM' dialog) 11 a-m. OR
AlQVA
RAV CHEN Twister 7:15. 9^0 * Spy
Hard 7, 030 * Cable Guy 7:15.930*
James and the Giant Peach 5, 730, 10
* The Brothers McMutien 5, 730, 10*
A Time to KUI 430, 7:15, fO
PETAH T1KVA
G.GL HECHAL TWfeferMThe Nutty
Professor 5, 730 10 *ATbneto KIB 7,

10 G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818
Independence Day 43a 7:15, 10 *
gbfe^g^Virahispolting 5,730,10

CIN-MOFET Trainspotting weekdays
830 PARK spy HanMTWister 5,730,
10:15 * Phenomenon 10:15 *
Independence Day 4#0, 7:15, 10:15 *
James and the Giant Peach 5 * Cable
Guy 5,730
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 Spy Hard 5,

730, 9:45 * Phenomenon 730.9:45*
Beautiful Girts 5. 730. 9*5 * Ikrtsfer

5, 730, 9:45 * James and the Giant
Peach 5 RAV-OAS1S T-3 » 6730687
Cable GuyGThe Nutty Professor 5,

730. 930 * Independence Day 4:10, 7,
930
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV independence Day 4:15, 7,
930 * The Hunchback at Notre
Damef/febraur dialog) 1130
am.
REHOVOT
CHEN * 9382888 A Time To Kid 7.9:45
* Mon. Homme 7:15, 9*5 * The Niaiy
Professor
73a 9:45* St Ctara
730,10 RAVMOR 08-8483595 Cable
Guy 5, 730, 9*5 * Spy Hard 5. 730,
9:45 * Independence r
Phenomenon 5,7:15,!
730. 9:45
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 The
Rock*Eraser«Bs8ion Imposatoto • To
We For 730, 10 * Phenomenon 730,
10* Trainspotting 73a 10 GIL1-3 A
ThnetoKm 11 arru, 1:45, 43a 7:15, 10
* Nutty ProfeRorWTWistei- 5, 730, 10.
HAZAHAV A Time to KBI 430.7:15,10
* James & the Giant Peach 11 am..
130 * Nutty PiofessofUwfeter 5.
730, 10 * Spy Hard 5. 730. ^10 * SL
Owe 5, 730, 10 RAVCHEN •
9670503 Spy Hard 5. 730, 9>J5 *
Phenomenon 5. 7:15, 9^5 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 * Cable
Guy 730, 945 * James and the Giant
Peach 5 STAR® 9619985 Dogs Are
Color Bikids 7:45. 10* TWo Bits 73a
10 * Independence Dey 7:15, 9:45 *
The Cable Guy 730,10

RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5. 730. 9:45 *
Indepondence Day 4, 7, 9:45 *
Phenomenon 7:15, 9:45 * Cable Guy
5,730,9:45* James and Qhm Peach 5

Phone reservations: Tel Avhr 52S2244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
AB times are pm. unless otherwise Indi-

4. 7. 9-A5 *
!*TMstar 5.



Naomi Zrv CAJon Roo/Israd Sm) Offer Cofaen (Aioo RcwvTsrad Sen)

Savyon millionairess held in

murder plot to kill husband
NAOMI Ziv, the millionairess from Savyon
suspected of plotting with her lover, garden-
er Ofer Cohen, to murder her husband by
planting two IDF fragmentation grenades
under his jeep, was placed under house arrest

for eight days by the Tel Aviv Magistrate's

Court yesterday. Cohen was remanded for six

days.

Police appealed the court’s decision, and
judge Rachel Greenberg agreed to keep Ziv

in custody until a District Court judge hears

the appeal today.

On Sunday night, Naomi Ziv discovered die

grenades underneath her husband's car and
alerted sappers, who defused them. It is still

unclear why she looked underneath the jeep.

RA1NE MARCUS

Moshe Ziv, a real estate agent who deals in

property abroad, told police that be returned

Bom the US recently, to discover that his wife

was having an affair with the gardener

employed to care for the garden surrounding

their villa. The Zivs are in the process of
divorcing.

Police found IDF explosives and firearms at

Cohen’s home and are examining whether

they are linked to the IDF grenades installed

under Ziv’s vehicle. Cohen said that the

weapons are necessary for his reserve duty,

since he is an officer in a combat unit.

Both Ziv and Cohen admitted to having the

Opposition members walk out ofAbsorption Committee meeting
A MEETING of the Knesset
Immigration and Absorption
Committee broke down yester-

day when members of opposi-
tion parties walked out.

Chairwoman Naomi
Blumenthai (Likud) called the

meeting to discuss a ’recent

report raising suspicions of
mismanagement and corrup-
tion in the Council for

Absorption, which is a public

body. However, the committee
members refused to address
the issue before receiving a
copy of the report, so
Blumenthai changed the sub-
ject to a more general discus-

LIAT COLLINS

sion on the council's func-
tions.

Immigration and Absorption
Minister Yuli Edelstein (Yisrael

Ba'aliya) did not respond to an
invitation to the meeting.

The report which prompted
Blumenthai to call the meeting
has not yet been presented to

the committee members,
although sections have been
quoted in the press.

Blumenthai has called for the

council to be dissolved.

Naomi Cbazan (Meretz) and
Ofir Pines (Labor) objected to

the discussion going ahead
before they received the

report. Pines said he would not
work based on rumors, while
Cbazan accused Blumenthai of
acting out of political motives^
Zvi Kasa, the council’s rep-

resentative, also asked the dis-

cussion be postponed.
Meretz MK Yossi Sarid said

nobody but Blumenthai was
interested in holding the dis-

cussion, and one after the

other committee members
from opposition parties left the

room, leaving former
Immigration and Absorption

minister Yair Tzaban in an
embarrassing situation as an
invited guest unable to walk
out.

Blumenthai said the public
had a right to know about the

council and if the . committee
Was not prepared to discuss

details before seeing the report

it should at least learn some
more about the council's work
and apparatus.

She told reporters the walk-
out was politically motivated
and she stood firm on the prin-

ciple that the committee had
both the right and obligation to

oversee the work of the public
body.
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Public Defender’s

Office broke after

a month’s work

WEATHER

mm'

EVELYN GORDON

THE newly established Public

Defender’s Office exhausted its

budget a month after it began

work, and will be forced to close if

more funds are not forthcoming.

Public Defender Kenneth Mann
warned tite Knesset Law
Committee yesterday. Mann also

told the committee that some 80%
ofall defendants are not represent-

ed by a Lawyer during remand
hearings* while 50% do not have

the benefit ofa lawyer during their

actual trials. This is a lower per-

centage of representation than in

any tnher country in the Western

world, be said.

The Public Defender’s Office

opened in June with a budget of
NIS 8 million, with which, Mann
said, it was expected to handle

some 10,000 cases. This would
work our to a budget ofabout NIS
800 per case. As a result of this

severe underbudgeting, it ran out

of funds within the first month.

Since then, it has continued work-
ing, but none of its lawyers have
been paid, and this situation can-

not continue much longer. Mann
said.

The Treasury recently promised

the office an additional NIS 6 mil-

lion to help it through the rest of

the yean However, Maim said, this

is not enough. He therefore asked

the committee to help it obtain the

necessary funds.

Committee chairman - Shaul

Yahalom (NRP) promised that toe

committee would do what it could

to help the office. The figures

Mann presented regarding toe

large number of people who do
not have legal representation are

scandalous, he said, and this situa-

tion cannot be tolerated:

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
ftgirprf the committee for 30 days

in which to review toe situation

and tty to work out ways' to fond

the office. The committee agreed

to this request.

Currently, toe Public Defender's

Office operates only in the Tel

Aviv region, and represents only

defendants who face possible

prison sentences of 10 years or

more. It is eventually supposed to

open offices in other parts of toe

country, but this depends on its

budgeL
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affair, but vehemently denied planting the

grenades, which had they exploded, probably

would have killed toe vehicle’s driver and
passengers.
Defense lawyer Sassi Gez said in court yes-

terday that police .do not have any evidence

against his clients, and complained bitterly

against toe “unjustified arrests.”

“Maybe Moshe Ziv planted toe grenades,”

Gez suggested adding that Naomi also drove
toe same jeep. “Or maybe someone else

planted toe grenades because Moshe Ziv
owes money.”
The couple, Gez added are in the middle of

ugly divorce proceedings, including bitter

quarrels over property and assets.

Knesset House Committee
rejects proposal to cancel
MKs’ wage increase
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THE Knesset House Committee
yesterday rejected proposals for.

MKs to give up their 33 percent

salary rise.

Committee chairman Raphael
Pinhasi (Sbas) said some MKs
were using the proposal to forgo

toe wage hike to demand a return

to their previous higher pension

rates and toe right to moonlight at

other jobs.

According to toe recommenda-
tions of a committee led by Ariel

Rosen-Zvi. which took several

years to implement, MKs received

a 33% wage hike but were forced

to accept a drop in their annual

pensions from 4% to 2% and a ban
on outside work.

Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon
also objects to a return to the pre-

vious situation.

Pinhasi said he was obliged to

raise the subject at the request of

certain MKs, but was pleased toe

committee rejected toe proposals.

MK Yehuda Harel (Third Way)
asked toe committee to delay toe

wage hike by at least a year in

view of the budget cuts and
because it would result in a wave
of salary hikes among others in

toe senior civil service and its pen-

sioners. Harel, however, objected

to toe idea ofa return to the previ-

ous benefits for MKs.
Having heard toe tone of the

opposition to his request, Harel

decided not to bring toe matter to

a vote.

Knesset Legal AdvisorZvi Inbar

noted that MKs who violate the

new regulations would be pun-

ished by having their salaries sus-

pended for up to a year.

The ban on additional work for

new MKs comes into effect in

December.

Journalists file police

complaint against threats

in Meshulam publication
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THE Tel Aviv Journalists’

Association has filed a complaint

with Insp.-Gen. Assaf Hefetz,

asking him to investigate threats

against journalists published by
Uzi Meshulam, who is serving a
prison sentence for charges aris-

ing from a two-month siege in his

Yehud house.

A pamphlet published by
Meshulam prior to his imprison-

ment accused toe establishment of
being responsible for die disap-

pearance of Yemenite children in

the 1950s, and contained articles

railing against tire police and
authorities. The leaflet is still

being published, and now includes

articles against journalists.

The pamphlet is now written

and distributed by Meshulam’s
supporters outside prison, but

Meshulam apparently controls

toe publication from his prison

cell.

Several days ago, Yediot

Aharonot journalist Yehudit
Yehezkieli. after seeing threats

against her and other journalists

in toe publication, filed a com-
plaint with Rebovot police. The
journalists’ association joined the

complaint, asking police to put an
end to toe incitement and threats

by Meshulam and his group.

Association chairman Aiye
Avneri yesterday faxed Hefetz
asking him to launch an urgent
investigation into Meshulam’s
behavior, to “stop toe publication

- and distribution of the leaflet, by
remote control from prison, and
to prevent toe continuation of
threats against journalists and
attempts to keep their mouths
closed.”

MDA to experiment
with tracking system

MAGEN David Adorn will soon
install a tracking system in 19
ambulances in the Haifa region as
an experiment to see if locating
them by satellite will improve
logistics.

MDA said yesterday that the
system will allow controllers to
know toe exact location of every
ambulance by looking at a com-
puter screen. They will then be
able to call on ambulances nearest
to patients who need first aid. The
satellite-linked system is expected
to increase efficiency of the ambu-
lance network and could be
expanded to other parts of toe
country if toe experiment suc-
ceeds.

Judy Siegel

Meshulam was sentenced to

eight years' imprisonment after

he and 1 1 of his followers were
convicted of endangering lives

and illegal possession of weapons
while barricading themselves in

Meshulam’s home and demand-
ing an inquiry into the disappear-

ance of Yemenite children in the

1950s.

Winning numbers and cards

In yesterday’s daily Chance draw-

ing, toe winning numbers were toe

queen of spades, the ten of hearts,

the seven of diamonds and the

long of clubs.
In last night’s weekly Lotto

drawing, the winning numbers
were 11, 13. 26. 33, 36 and 41,

and toe additional number was 32.

Na’amat threatens

legal action
against Histadrut

NA'AMAT is threatening to take

legal action against toe Histadrut

unless the latter immediately
transfers toe funds it owes to toe

women^ organization

.

The rift was caused by the

Histadrut’s failure to pay Na’amat
some NIS 18.5 million as part of
its 1995 and 1996 budgets.

Na’amat Chairperson Ofra
Friedman said yesterday that the

funds are urgently needed to pay
Na'amat's workers, to fund the

legal services bureaus for working
women and to operate toe recently

opened battered women's shelter.

Histadrut Treasurer Shmuel
Avital confirmed toe debt and said
he would try to “deal with it”
The Histadrut Parliament yes-

terday approved the leadership’s
decision to close down most of toe
80 local labor councils, fire 600
more workers and lower senior
officials’ wages.

Michal Yudelman

Auction No. 48
Books and Itsms of Judaica. Palestine and Israel, Jewish and Israeli Art.

The Auction and Previewing will take place in
6A Ben-Yehuda st. 3rd floor Tel: 03-5287525

The Auction will take place on: Thursday 10.10.06 in two parts:
19:oo - Judaica, Jewish Art
20:30 - Palestine and Israel, Israeli Art
Previewing: Mon: 7.10.96 14:00-21:00

Tuea: 8.10.96 14:00-31:00
Wed: 9.10.96 14:00 - 21:00
Thors: 10.10.96 10:00- 16:00
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